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1. Introduction 
 
On 1 January 1994, the same day the North American Free Trade Agreement was 
enforced to create a trilateral trade bloc between Canada, Mexico and the United States, 
the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) took over a number of large towns in 
the Mexican region of Chiapas and engaged the federal forces in an open battle for a 
week and a half. And although the ceasefire was agreed upon in mid-January 1994, thus 
started a prolonged Zapatistas' struggle for recognition and autonomy that lasts until 
this very day, 20 years after it had all begun.  
 During the night between 15 and 16 May 2011, initially only a small group of 
protesters decided to pitch camp on Madrid's main public square Puerta del Sol. This 
came to pass after a mass protest had been organized across Spain on the previous day 
with the slogan 'Real Democracy Now!' By the next day, 17 May, larger crowds showed 
up on public squares, not only in Madrid, but in Barcelona, Valencia and other Spanish 
cities and towns, making clear claims regarding the removal of despised privileges of the 
political class, labour and housing rights, the need for better public services and a 
different fiscal policy. Thousands of indignated people - named Indignados by the media 
covering the events - were challenging the government's decision to ban the acampadas 
(camp sites) that mushroomed across the country's public squares, as well as police 
actions directed towards their dissolution. In a month of protests and occupations of 
public spaces that followed the very fabric of Spanish politics was altered. 
 In this project we investigate these two events of contentious politics. One that 
resembles a full-scale revolutionary armed uprising and the other that is characterized 
by explicitly peaceful mass and public protest. Actors involved, the Zapatistas and 
Indignados, also differ greatly - one being a movement made up of armed indigenous 
communities in rural Mexico in the 1980s, the other an umbrella movement covering a 
range of civil society organizations dealing with various societal issues in present-day 
Spain. They seem not to have anything in common. However, there is more than meets 
the eye.   
 We chose these two contentious movements and events precisely because we feel 
they do share a series of same or greatly similar attributes after all. It seems to us that 
their claims resonate, and that their actions resemble. Therefore, we wish to find out to 
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what extent we can actually compare them in a meaningful manner and whether there 
are any aspects of contention common to different contentious events and actors in 
varying historical and spatial settings. Furthermore, if such degree of generality can 
indeed be detected, we wonder which factors determine different outcomes of 
contentious political events across social systems. 
 In pursuit of these research queries, we decided to structure this project in the 
following manner: the second chapter brings to the fore our methodological and 
theoretical considerations. Its main goal is to address the choice of our main theoretical 
framework - the model of Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow and late Charles Tilly devised 
in 2001 for a new way of studying dynamics of contentious politics. We argue that this 
particular theoretical model is rather suitable for our project, because it offers an 
opportunity to analyse agency of social movements through a focus on political 
contentious mechanisms and processes. Besides, in this chapter we posit our main 
research question, outline the way in which we plan to operationalize the theoretical 
framework and analyse our two cases, and address the issues of data collection process 
and limits of our study. 
 In the third chapter, the main analytical part of this project, we separately analyse 
our two cases by applying the chosen theoretical tools. By studying contentious 
processes of actor constitution, polarization and scale shift within the Zapatista 1994 
Uprising and the Indignados 2011 Demonstrations we hope to pinpoint the shared 
dynamics of these two contentious events, or cycles, as they will be defined in the next 
chapter.  
 In chapter four we strive to compare the two analyzed cases and answer our 
starting question - to what extent are these events similar and what factors influence the 
outcomes of contentious politics in varying social settings? We also briefly discuss 
globality of these contentious cycles, their impacts on other contentious sites and their 
recent development. 
 The fifth part of this project - the conclusion - brings together all research 
segments and lays out our final thoughts on the main question. Here we conclude the 
project with a deliberation on the ways in which this academic investigation deepened 
our understanding of both contentious politics and social movements as its actors. 
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2. Methodology 
 
2.1. Introduction 
 
This chapter aims to present the methodological choices we have made pursuing a 
comparative, dynamic account of two contentious cycles, that of Zapatistas' uprising in 
the first two months of 1994 in Mexico and of Indignados' mass demonstrations in mid-
2011 in Spain. It shall be structured as follows: first section offers a concise overview of 
this project's theoretical framework - the dynamic model of contentious politics 
developed by Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow and Charles Tilly. Here we strive to explain 
what motivated us to undertake a study that brings together considerations on social 
movements and politics of contention. Furthermore, we will use this section to posit the 
main research question of the project. Secondly, we shall explain the rationale behind 
the selection of the two particular cases and address the ways in which they should be 
studied using the chosen theoretical framework. Thirdly, we outline the ways in which 
the theoretical concepts should be operationalized and applied to the studied cases in 
chapters three and four. Fourthly, a concise debate on data sources used in this project is 
offered. Finally, this is to be followed by reflections on possible limitations and merits of 
the chosen theoretical framework in studying social movements and contentious 
politics. 
 The main goal of this chapter is to construct a clear and relevant research design 
that shall be used in our study. Consequently, we wish first to elucidate precisely why 
we have chosen this specific theoretical approach to social movements and contentious 
politics and then explain how a better understanding of contention can result from such 
a study.   
 
2. 2. Theoretical Framework 
 
Much of the pioneer corpus of scholarly work on contentious politics, erupting a half a 
century ago, was based on the analysis of social movements of the 1960s in Western 
Europe and the United States. The initial analytical frameworks assimilated other forms 
of contention to prevailing explanations of social movements (McAdam et al, 2001, 14). 
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This line of thought, producing widely used concepts such as political opportunities, 
mobilizing structures, collective action or repertoires of contention, grew from a 
multicephalous critique of prior research traditions.  
 Furthermore, social history, launching a study of history from below and rebelling 
against the emphasis on elites and high politics, rejected the irrational features of 
collective behaviour that had been previously attributed to mass movements. Resource 
mobilization theory, initially developed by John McCarthy and Mayer Zald in the mid-
1970s (more in: McCarthy and Zald 2001, 533-565), emphasized the significance of 
organizational bases, resource accumulation and collective coordination for popular 
political actors, drawing attention to the significance of organizational processes in 
popular politics.  
 Finally, influenced by resource mobilization thinking, political process analysts 
pushed theoretical thinking within the study of contentious politics further by stressing 
dynamism, strategic interaction among social actors and their responses to political 
environment (McAdam et al, 2001, 14-15). However, by the mid-1990s, the field of 
contentious politics was bound by a number of persisting limitations. First off, the focus 
was largely on the study of reformist social movements, whereas a completely separate 
specialty was dedicated to the comparative study of revolution. Moreover, the field of 
contentious politics was characterized by a dominantly Western bias, and, ultimately, it 
was built upon structuralist and static foundations, which paid more attention to the 
origins of contention than to its internal developmental processes or outcomes 
(McAdam and Tarrow 2011, 2).  
 In 2001 an influential study Dynamics of Contention, completed by Doug McAdam, 
Sidney Tarrow and late Charles Tilly, was published, aiming to go beyond the social 
movement focus, both by including revolutions and civil wars into the analysis of 
contention and by specifying the relations among various players in contentious politics 
(McAdam and Tarrow 2011, 2). McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly recognized that in principle 
contention ranges among wars, revolutions, social movements and other forms of social 
interaction that analysts have conceived as being separate (McAdam et al, 2001, 33). 
Including a wide range of cases from different corners of the globe, the authors tried to 
reach beyond the traditional approaches of the social movement field by calling for more 
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attention to agency through a distinct focus on mechanisms and processes of 
contentious politics (McAdam and Tarrow 2011, 3).  
 Overcoming the paradigm of political process, where contentious action was 
locked into static boxes (Tarrow 2011, 185), the three authors developed in Dynamics of 
Contention a unique explanatory model of identifying causal mechanisms within 
processes of contention. They intended to specify the mechanisms among actors in 
cycles of contention and put those cycles in motion with a goal of showing how different 
mechanisms combine into numerous recurring processes (Tarrow 2011, 185).  
 In terms of ontology, this means that McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly focus their 
explanation on webs of interaction among social sites, rejecting methodological 
individualism and thus claiming that social transactions have an efficacious reality that 
is irreducible to individual mental events (McAdam et al. 2001, 23). Epistemologically, 
they recognize as a valid explanation identification of causal chains consisting of 
mechanisms that reappear in a wide variety of settings, but in different sequences and 
combinations, hence with different outcomes (McAdam et al, 2001, 23). We fully accept 
these assumptions, striving to implement them in the following chapters where we 
analyse and discuss our chosen cases. 
 By sketching partial explanations for some puzzling recurrences in contentious 
politics and explicitly identifying mechanisms and processes, the model of McAdam, 
Tarrow and Tilly promotes a more dynamic analysis of contention, shifting away from 
studies of general conditions under which contention occurs (McAdam et al, 2001, 307-
312).  Furthermore, the authors openly advise future students of contention to try to 
explain whole cycles by specifying what is distinctive about them and identifying 
mechanisms and processes that caused those distinctive features. This is to be solidified 
by comparison with at least one other cycle that differs with respect to that distinctive 
feature (McAdam et al, 2001, 313).  
 Such a nuanced and original approach to contention motivated us to follow in this 
project the strategy offered by McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly (2001, 8) and comparatively 
examine causal processes and component mechanisms of those processes discernible in 
two contentious cycles in Mexico in 1994 and Spain in 2011. We shall not argue that all 
contentious political occurrences across the globe are identical. Neither do we believe 
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that cycles of contention conform to a single general model. However, we rest assured 
that students of politics of contention can indeed discern the more general, dynamic 
processes that typically fuel political conflict (as suggested in: McAdam et al, 2001, 347) 
and that some specific mechanisms and processes do recur across contentious politics' 
many forms (McAdam et al, 2001, 13). Our goal is to examine partial parallels in order to 
find widely operating explanatory mechanisms that combine differently and therefore 
produce different outcomes in two different contentious sites in different historical 
moments. 
 We will also deal with historically specific features within our cases, thus making 
the main objective of this project an identification of parallel processes and mechanisms 
across different settings that drive contention in different directions. We hold a strong 
belief that such a theoretical commitment can help generate better understanding of 
contentious politics' dynamics, the roles of social movements that take part in 
contentious cycles and, ultimately, the importance of context, the particular social 
settings and their social conditions, for unfolding of politics of contention.  
 Bearing this in mind, we formulated the following main research question: To 
what extent can we detect same or greatly similar, recurring causal mechanisms and 
processes within two contentious cycles, those of Zapatistas in Mexico in 1994 and 
Indignados in Spain in 2011, and use them to explain the different aggregate consequences 
of contention in these varying historical settings?  
 While trying to answer the research question by pursuing a comparative study, 
we disregard the strict division of comparative social inquiry into two types of research 
designs - the most similar case studies and the most different case studies (Przeworski 
and Teune 1970). Instead, we have decided to combine the two by first looking for 
similar contentious mechanisms and processes in two different contentious sites and 
then searching for context-dependent societal factors that explain the different 
aggregate outcomes of our contentious cycles in Mexico and Spain. By doing this, we will 
be able to identify the same mechanisms and processes in both studies cases and seek to 
answer to what extent and why those play out differently in varying social settings, thus 
adding context-dependency to the wider research equation. 
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 McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly did not seek to provide comprehensive, all-
encompassing explanations of contentious political events. Neither do we. We strive 
only to test the dynamic model of contention, identify similar causal processes within 
two different case studies and explain how these contentious processes lead to different 
outcomes in diverse social realities. We believe such academic endeavour will help us 
deepen our understanding of contention as dynamic social interaction between differing 
social actors and perhaps enable us to illuminate important details that students of 
contentious politics have failed to stress before. We are of the opinion that concentrating 
on contentious mechanisms and processes themselves can broadly enhance the 
understanding of the manner in which cycles of contention arise and produce different 
effects under different conditions. 
 After the main research objectives of this project and the general features of our 
theoretical framework have been presented, the next two sections address the choice of 
our cases and offer a more detailed explanation of the most important analytical tools 
we will use in the analysis and discussion chapters. 
 
2. 3. Selection of Cases 
 
We consider politics of contention, as social interaction and communication, not to be 
merely an expression of social structure, rationality, consciousness or culture, but an 
active site of creation and change where various forms of continuous negotiations figure 
centrally in its dynamics. This project, using the framework of McAdam, Tarrow and 
Tilly, considers contentious politics to mean episodic, public, collective interaction 
among makers of claims and their objects when a) at least one government is a claimant, 
an object of claim, or a party to the claims and b) the claims would, if realized, affect the 
interests of at the least one of the claimants (McAdam et al, 2001, 5). 
 Following the given definition we aim to analyse and discuss two examples of 
contentious politics. Firstly, we shall examine the revolutionary, armed uprising of the 
the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) in early 1994 in Mexico, where the 
Zapatistas' social movement acted as a claimant and the Mexican federal government as 
an object of claims. Secondly, we look into the emergence and evolution of claims of the 
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Indignados social movement in Spain, where peaceful mass occupations of public 
squares served to highlight general dissatisfaction of the population with the political 
system and the state authorities in mid-2011.  
 Both of these contentious events erupted unexpectedly, providing opportunities 
for new political actors to establish themselves and polarize the socio-political field in 
the respective social settings. Contention spread fast along newly created lines of social 
communication, producing unforeseen consequences. But, there were differences at play 
as well. Mexico and Spain differ greatly when it comes to collective behavioral 
expectations and the fundamental assumptions for functioning of their political systems; 
they differ in terms of economic development; they also differ in the way in which claim-
makers usually interact with the objects of claims (in these cases the national 
governments); finally, the respective timeframes within which these two cycles 
unraveled differ greatly - the world was not the same in 1994 and in 2011. The very fact 
these two sites are rather different encouraged us to pick them as objects of our case 
studies. Furthermore, by providing this pair of sites where contentious politics takes 
place, we wish to call attention to similarities in contentious dynamics between two 
largely different social settings and identify historically specific features in each of them. 
 McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly (2001) began building their definitional apparatus by 
dividing contentious politics into two broad subcategories: 
 contained contention - refers to those cases in which all parties are previously 
established actors employing well established means of claim-making (7), and  
 transgressive contention - where at least some parties to the conflict are newly 
self-identified political actors at the same time employing innovative collective 
action (7-8).   
 Both our cases fall in the second category where significant short-term political 
and social change often emerges. Hence, this project deals with transgressive contention, 
as both Zapatistas and Indignados are newly established claim-makers that 
straightforwardly employ new collective action frames. Here we stress and analyse 
social conflicts that are sporadic/episodic rather than continuous, that bring new actors 
into play and include innovative claim-making. The authors of Dynamics of Contention 
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define contentious episodes as continuous streams of contention including collective 
claim-making that bears on other parties' interests (McAdam et al, 2001, 24).  
 Similarly, Sidney Tarrow (2011, 199) defines cycles of contention as a phase of 
heightened conflict across the social system, with rapid diffusion of collective action, a 
rapid pace of innovation and creation of new or transformed collective action frames, a 
combination of organized and unorganized participation, and sequences of intensified 
information flow and interaction between challengers and authorities. The two terms 
(namely, episodes and cycles) are defined in a similar manner and may be looked at as 
being synonymous. For the sake of clarity, the project will use cycles (instead of 
episodes) to refer to the episodic phases of heightened social conflict and to undertake 
analysis of the Zapatistas and Indignados as contentious actors.  
 We decided to focus our attention on the first two months of 1994 in Mexico and 
on May and June 2011 in Spain, naming our cycles the Zapatista 1994 Uprisings and the 
Indignados 2011 Demonstrations. Dealing with long-term developments and evolution 
of these two social movements and their contentious cycles would make the application 
of the chosen theoretical framework far more difficult. We wish to analyse the 
emergence of the newly self-identified social actors and to consider short-term changes 
they imposed upon their social systems in the period of the most heightened social 
conflict. Moreover, trying to identify the most important events within the cycles, we 
found that the intensity of contention decreased in Mexico in late February of 1994 after 
peace talks had started and in Spain during the summer of 2011. It seems that the 
explored analytical tools would be hardly applicable in a meaningful manner if one was 
to focus on the multitude of contentious events taking place within both sites in a longer 
period of time. Apart from that, it would make focused comparison more difficult, if not 
impossible. Ultimately, McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly explicitly warned their readers and 
future students of contention against such longitudinal endeavours. That is why we 
decided to temporarily limit the scope of our study in such manner. 
 Within our two cycles we are primarily interested in how changes in social 
behaviour are linked to each other through contentious mechanisms. As McAdam, 
Tarrow and Tilly, we would also like to underline the mechanisms that link structure 
and agency (McAdam and Tarrow 2011, 4).  
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 Within contentious politics, a distinction is imposed among (McAdam and Tarrow 
2011, 4-5): 
 environmental mechanisms - externally generated influences on conditions 
affecting social life, 
 cognitive (dispositional) mechanisms - operating through alterations of 
individual and collective perceptions, and 
 relational mechanisms - altering different connections among people, groups and 
interpersonal networks.  
The analytical part of this project is mostly concerned with relational and 
cognitive mechanisms and there we accept a cognitive-relational perspective. Later on, 
in the discussion we will take into account the influence of environmental mechanisms 
as well. We shall first address the way in which contentious mechanisms, delimited 
classes of events, alter relations among specified sets of elements in identical or closely 
similar ways over two disparate situations and then analyse and discuss contentious 
processes - regular sequences of such mechanisms that produce similar transformations 
of those elements (McAdam et al, 2001, 24).   
 Mechanisms seldom operate on their own (McAdam et al, 2001, 27). They 
typically concatenate with other mechanisms into broader processes that involve 
recurrent combinations and sequences of mechanisms that operate identically or 
similarly across a variety of situations. Cycles always involve more than one process and 
from here the main objective of this project is clear - to single out significant recurrent 
mechanisms and processes within two distinct cycles of contention and to discuss why 
these mechanisms and processes led to different outcomes in Mexico and Spain.  
 We believe that two different case studies, such as Zapatistas and Indignados 
indeed are, should serve well to provide answers to a number of research sub-questions 
- how similar were the contentious mechanisms and processes within the studied 
cycles? What context-dependent factors influenced the emergence of these movements 
in Mexico and Spain respectively? To what extent was contention fuelled by political and 
to what by economic considerations of the newly created actors? What elements of the 
broader social setting steered the two cycles in different directions? In other words, we 
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would like to discern in which contentious circumstances and during which phases 
within our cycles context matters and in which it does not. 
 It is important to note that, contrary to the wide spread misunderstandings 
related to the case study method, we agree with Bent Flyvbjerg (2006, 228) who pointed 
out that the method in question may actually be central to scientific development via 
generalization. It seems that comparative study of a small number of seemingly different 
cases is fertile ground for discovering and explaining unexpected similarities in social 
behaviour across social systems and offering conclusions about general patterns in 
social activity. However, we shall remain careful and reconsider context-dependent 
social developments while discussing about different trajectories and outcomes of the 
two studied cycles. 
 
2. 4. Operationalization of Theoretical Concepts within the Studied Cases 
 
The most important concepts that serve as a meeting place of our theoretical framework 
and our cases are robust processes. McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly described three crucial 
robust processes that recur in roughly the same form in a wide variety of cycles of 
contention: 
 constitution of new political actors and identities - process by which 
segments of civilian population acquire names and public political 
standing. This robust political process includes, among other, mechanisms 
such as social appropriation, innovative action, (de)certification and 
category formation (McAdam et al, 2001, 315-321).  
 polarization - widening of political and social space between claimants in a 
contentious episode and the gravitation of previously uncommitted or 
moderate actors toward one, the other, or both extremes. It includes the 
following mechanisms: opportunity/threat spirals, competition, brokerage 
and category formation (McAdam et al, 2001, 322-331).  
 scale shift - a change in the number and level of coordinated contentious 
actions leading to broader contention involving a wider range of actors 
and bridging their claims and identities. It includes the following 
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mechanism: localized action, brokerage, diffusion, attribution of similarity, 
emulation and coordinated action (McAdam et al, 2001, 331-340).  
 We shall operationalize the wider theoretical framework by searching to identify 
these robust processes - actor constitution, polarization and scale shift - within the two 
contentious cycles. By analysing how both Zapatistas and Indignados emerged as new 
public political actors, how they shifted their identities, competed with other actors for 
support and recognition and involved other societal field into contention, we wish to 
highlight the dynamic, contentious similarities between our cases. Chapter three shall 
serve as a means to this end. There the chosen cases will be separately presented as 
cycles of contention and analysed with the help of the presented tools, namely 
contentious mechanisms and robust processes they combine into.  
 As mentioned, a number of contentious mechanisms are used in chapter three. 
Instead of providing an extensive list of their definitions, we decided to define each of 
them as they come up during the analysis. Here we offer only a schematic overview of 
the three robust processes including the mechanisms they consist of (figures 1, 2 and 3). 
We believe such an outline serves the general readability and makes it easier for the 
reader to follow the analysis. We wanted to prevent the situation where the reader 
would have to constantly go back and consult the list of used mechanisms and their 
definitions.  
 
Figure 1. Actor constitution process and its mechanisms (McAdam et al, 2001, 317). 
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Figure 2. Polarization process and its mechanisms (McAdam et al, 2001, 323). 
 
 
Figure 3. Scale shift process and its mechanisms (McAdam et al, 2001, 333). 
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 In chapter four, we will compare the cycles and strive to underline the same or 
greatly similar mechanisms and processes that were in play across these two different 
contentious sites in two detached historical moments. The main purpose of such an 
endeavour is to prove that robust processes do appear across different contentious sites. 
From there, a discussion will follow on the interplay of different contexts within which 
these cases are embedded and the analogous patterns of social action that are being 
observed. We will argue that context does matter. Although the same causal processes 
can be detected, contention is played out into different outcomes that depend to a great 
extent on circumstantial, particular, national or even local conditions. Moreover, we will 
use this discussion on similarities and differences to link our arguments to the wider 
debate on global contentious occurrences and to show this project's relevance for the 
field of global studies. Ultimately, we shall show how the results of our study can help 
generate a better understanding of globality of social movements and the broader 
nature of politics of contention. 
 
2. 5. Reflections on Data Sources and Data Collection 
 
In this project we mobilize both primary and secondary sources of data. Extensive 
literature covering the emergence, evolution and consequences of Zapatistas' actions is 
used, as the movement has been active for more than 20 years and many scholars have 
dealt with it in their academic discussions. Moreover, Zapatistas are well known for 
their practice of publishing statements and communiqués. Those are also going to be 
used in the analytical treatment of the Zapatistas' contentious cycle. 
 On the other hand, the Indignados' contentious cycle is not as old.  To construct 
its analytical skeleton, we shall use the existing academic literature. However, primary 
sources - a conducted interview with a participant and testimonies of other people 
themselves involved in the cycle - shall serve to provide additional information on and a 
better understanding of the research subject.   
 McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly mostly relied on accessible historical accounts as data 
sources for their 15 paired case comparisons in Dynamics of Contention (McAdam et al, 
2001, 9). As we are also mostly utilizing historical accounts and testimonies to make 
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sense of the events in question, we decided to apply data triangulation, the use of 
different sources of information in order to increase the validity of our project's findings. 
Validity, in a qualitative research as this, refers primarily to whether the findings of a 
study are true and certain - true in the sense that research findings reflect the existing 
reality, and certain in the sense that they are supported by evidence (Guion et al, 2011, 
1). While using literature, we shall always strive to compare findings of one author on a 
specific topic of interest to other scholars working in the respective field. And then test 
the arguments of different scholars by relating them to collected primary data - 
declarations or testimonies.  
 We consider statistical series and surveys to be less relevant, although McAdam, 
Tarrow and Tilly argued that such quantitative methods and data sources are indeed 
applicable to the study of contention (McAdam et al, 2008, 327). In this project we are 
not concerned with measurement, although a wide debate has been developed on the 
possibilities of social mechanisms' measurement (McAdam et al, 2008). We are 
principally concerned with interpreting collected data in order to name and analyse 
contentious mechanisms and processes. 
 Consequently, by using, comparing and combining mostly historical accounts, 
existing analyses and testimonies as sources on the two cycles, we aim to interpret data, 
identify and analyse contentious mechanisms and processes, and discuss the contextual 
differences that lead to differing aggregations of outcomes within the cycles. 
 
2. 6. Reflections on the Limits and the Merits of the Theoretical Framework 
 
The original aim of the authors of Dynamic of Contention was to critique the narrowness 
and movement-centric focus of the sociological study of contention and to use paired 
comparisons to focus on other forms of contention - revolutionary situations, or even 
civil wars (McAdam and Tarrow 2011, 5). In their opinion, the classic approach to social 
movements concentrated too much on mobilization and demobilization, providing weak 
guidance to explanation of action, actors, identities, trajectories and outcomes of 
contentious events (McAdam et al, 2001, 37). By reaching out to the growing interest in 
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the cultural foundations of contention, McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly focused on the 
mechanisms that connect structure and action in contentious politics. 
 That was the prime reason why we have decided to engage with this theoretical 
framework. It offers us a way to compare two contentious events, both including social 
movements as main actors, but completely different in their modes of struggle - 
Zapatistas as armed rebels and Indignados as mostly peaceful protesters. Besides, it also 
allows us to identify crucial causal mechanisms that recurred within these cycles, 
producing different aggregate outcomes depending on the initial conditions in which 
they occurred. By using this particular framework, we strive to combine context-
independent thinking about contention as a general concept and particular, context-
dependent deliberation on local societal conditions and the ways in which they shape 
contentious politics.  
 By doing so we believe it is possible to generate a better understanding of 
contentious social movements as well. In this project we wish to analyse how 
contentious social movements emerge as new political actors, how they act within the 
existing power relations and how they develop and employ new frames of collective 
action across contentious sites, but always keeping in mind the local circumstances they 
are embedded in.  
 Bearing all this in mind, we asked ourselves whether McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly 
have constructed a general model of contention, revolution, democratization or social 
movements pursuing their wide, numerous comparisons of cases from all parts of the 
globe. We think not. Their constant recall to students of contention to look at the 
context-dependent sequences of conditions in which contention takes place when 
explaining differing outcomes is preventing us to generalize and lay out immutable 
mobile conclusions about our studied cycles. 
 However, there are limits within this theoretical framework we have had to 
accept. McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly limited their own field of inquiry to cases where at 
least one government is a claimant, an object of claims, or a party to the claims (2001, 5). 
Although this is indeed a broad category, it is still state-centric and did prevent us from 
focusing on other contentious cycles where actors bypass states and directly target 
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global entities, such as global corporations or other carriers of neoliberal economic 
policies (Soule 2010). 
 Furthermore, we also recognize the risk of working with mechanisms as newly 
minted terms whose empirical veracity was not properly established. McAdam and 
Tarrow admitted themselves that they had introduced too many mechanisms too 
casually in their desire to move beyond the static analysis of variables in the study of 
social movements (2011, 5). What we decided to do is to carefully follow the examples 
given in the model and undertake the same or greatly similar steps while analysing 
contentious mechanisms, naturally always keeping in mind that every cycle has its own 
dynamics and trying to avoid falling victims of the verification bias. 
 Finally, as the framework of McAdam, Tilly and Tarrow deals with parallels, 
connections and variations, it develops a relational approach, one that tries to overcome 
the long-standing incompatibility of main intellectual traditions and lines of explanation, 
namely structuralism, rationalism, phenomenology and cultural approaches. The 
spotlight is on interpersonal networks, communication and contentious negotiations 
that figure centrally in the dynamics of contention (McAdam et al, 2001, 22). We wish to 
apply such a relational, interactive approach and identify smaller-scale causal 
mechanisms and processes that recur in different combinations and lead to different 
outcomes in the Zapatista 1994 Uprising and in the Indignados 2011 Demonstrations 
cycles of contention. 
 We believe this will enable us to overcome the divide within the so-called new 
social movement theory between political and cultural versions of social movements 
(Buechler 1995, 457). Social movements involved in contentious events combine 
political, cultural and economic considerations, shift their identities, and change their 
referent systems of meaning. They are above all dynamic social actors, and when they 
find themselves within contentious cycles their evolution depends on a series of 
recurrent causal mechanisms concatenating into causal processes. These processes lead 
into one direction or the other, depending on the specific historical setting. In this 
project we aim to mobilize such understanding of social movements and contention and 
elaborate on their relational, dynamic, interpersonal and communicative nature. 
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2. 7. Conclusion 
 
This chapter offered an outline of the chosen theoretical framework and a brief 
discussion on the ways in which we plan to apply it upon our two contentious cases. 
After we have dealt with the limits and the merits of the theoretical model of McAdam, 
Tarrow and Tilly, addressed the data sources we shall use and provided an overview of 
our research design, we proceed to the analytical chapter of the project. 
 The third chapter contains a presentation of two separate sections where we 
analyse the contentious dynamics, mechanisms and robust processes of the Zapatista 
1994 Uprising and the Indignados 2011 Demonstrations. In this chapter we search for 
recurrent contentious processes and expect to provide enough material for a meaningful 
comparison and debate on context-dependency in the discussion chapter that follows 
thereafter. 
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3. Analysis 
 
3. 1. Introduction 
 
As it has already been stated, in this chapter we analyse in two separate sections the 
dynamics of two contentious cycles - the Zapatista 1994 Uprising and the Indignados 
2011 Demonstrations. Both sections will be structured as follows: first, we shall 
introduce the cases, offering a brief overview of their origins and elaborating on how 
they came to pass. Secondly, we shall place them within a cycle of contention and 
identify contentious mechanisms and three robust processes - actor constitution, 
polarization and scale shift - present across a number of contentious events.  
 By analysing how both Zapatistas and Indignados emerged as new political 
actors, how they forged their contentious identities, competed with other actors for 
recognition and engaged other societal fields into contention, we wish to use this 
chapter to pinpoint the dynamic similarities between our cases.  
  
3. 2. The Zapatista 1994 Uprising 
 
'' Hoy Decimos ¡Basta!'' 
(''Today we say ‘enough is enough!’'') 
First Declaration from the Selva Lacandona  
 
3. 2. 1. Introduction 
 
On 1 January 1994 a group of campesinos (peasants and farmers) indigenas1 in the 
Chiapas region in southern Mexico took the world by surprise when they took up arms 
and declared war against the Mexican government on the same day as the NAFTA 
                                                        
1The Spanish language denomination “indigena” is used here as we consider that the translation 
“indigenous” does not correspond to the nature of the Spanish term. Within the context of the Zapatistas, 
indigena refers rather to a representation of ethnic group(s) than to the notion of original inhabitant of a 
particular space. Also, “indigenous” becomes more problematic regarding the facts that the most part of 
their communities are an outcome of relatively recent “virgin jungle” colonization and their culture is in 
general deeply hybridized with Spanish-catholic heritage. 
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entered into force. However, the movement was not spontaneous as it had existed in the 
region for a decade before it entered into the spotlight. 
The claims and values, in their symbolic and material manifestations, which 
appellations Zapatista and Zapatistas, as nouns and adjectives, encompassed at their 
reemergence2, already existed in more or less organized forms. Before the foundation of 
the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (EZLN) in 1983, diverse political activity had 
been held since the middle of the century by linked local campesinos unions, regional 
catholic authority and leftist militants. The EZLN emerges principally from the 
encounter of the Front of National Liberation (FLN), a Marxist urban guerrilla group 
originating from the late 1960s, and these campesinos indigenas associations; from 
their sustained interaction the Zapatista identity was shaped. Furthermore, the former 
disparate social, ethnic and political projects and claims came to be re-driven and 
slightly transformed in a process of convergence, union and structuration. This process 
was marked by the role of the EZLN whose support increased exponentially in the 
region. Along 30 years the Zapatista project – more than a movement, an integral social 
way of being – have evolved and passed through quite different phases with unexpected 
shifts, from silent gestation to violent and pacific public interventions, from war to 
dialogue, from opening to lockdown and vice versa.  
In the next sections we take on the analysis of the different mechanisms that 
combined to make up processes within the Zapatista cycle of contention. However, first 
we will discuss briefly our decision to limit this cycle to the first two months of 1994; 
secondly, we will reflect on the decade that preceded the 1994 uprising to look at the 
roots of this contentions episode. In order to define the cycle of contention that this 
analysis will focus on, we looked at the “Protest per municipio per week 1994-2003” 
figure (see below) created by Maria Inclán (2009, 802). The protests represented in the 
figure below were carried out both by groups sympathizing with the Zapatista cause 
                                                        
2As Zapatismo was first a political trend and fraction, headed by Emiliano Zapata, of the 1910 Mexican 
Revolution, the recent and current movement to which we refer can be considered as neo-Zapatismo. 
However the latter’s members, inspired by the agrarian and rebel approach of the former leader, call 
themselves just “Zapatistas”. And as the distance in time being so wide between the two kind of Zapatistas 
and their context being so different, confusion is little probable, so we will keep the actors’ own 
appellation  - On the importance and the usages of Emiliano Zapata by the “neo-Zapatistas” cf. Holloway 
and Pelaez (1998, 19-26) 
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and supporting communities3 (Inclán 2009, 802). Inclán uses this data to study the 
Zapatista cycle of protest, set between 1994 and 2004. This understanding of a cycle, 
however, does not go with the theory that is applied in this paper. As it has been written 
in the methodological section, McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly studied 15 cases of contention 
episodes and none of them are longer than two years. Furthermore, and principally, in 
their framework, such an episode is defined by heightened conflict, and in this paper 
this definition fits neatly with the first two months of the year 1994, after which the 
number of simultaneous protests drops significantly. 
 
 
Figure 4. Protest per Municipio per week 1994-2003 in Chiapas (Inclán 2009, 802). 
  
We use figure 4 above as a general indication of intensity of protest. The data and 
methodology used to construct the figure, however, have their limitations. As 
mentioned the figure shows the number of protests per week. However, the 
problematic feature is the fact it defines protest as public gathering of at least 3 people 
(Inclán 2009: 106). Therefore, the peak in 1994 could potentially be made up of some 
                                                        
3 The most part of these communities can be considered as Zapatistas. Further in section 3.2.3.1. it will be 
explained how the EZLN depended principally on its base communities. One of the primary tasks of those 
communities was (and still is) civil mobilization and protest. Regarding the context of war, high tension, 
and threats it is easily understandable that they did not present themselves neither as EZLN’s members 
nor Zapatistas, especially in the Chiapas region.  
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120 protests with 3 people in each and as such does not specify exactly how many 
people were protesting in a given week. On this background we have taken our 
precautions and used the figure as an indication of the intensity of the protest and have 
held it up against descriptions in other literature. 
The Zapatista uprising on the 1 January, although it surprised at local, regional, 
national and international levels, was not at all a spontaneous event. Also the high 
protest activity accompanying the uprising, and re-emerging for a while after the 
combats, is largely composed of collective strategies and networking events that will be 
analysed below. But these organizational and relational factors are just some of the 
manifold ones which led to the intense contentious activity that characterized this cycle 
of contention. Before tackling the analysis of the cycle a look into the heritage of the 
recent history of the Zapatista struggle is indispensable. 
 
3. 2. 2. Roots of the Zapatista Project 
 
According to Barmeyer (2009, 23), based on several history pieces and his research 
experience, the origins of Zapatista communities and movement took roots in a 
localized mix of historical configurations, repressed political struggle, militancy, and 
worsening of economic and sanitarian conditions. First, the zones where the EZLN had 
its strongest support, Las Cañadas and Selva Lacandona, contrasted clearly with other 
parts of Chiapas in terms of state and governmental presence by means of 
establishments, representatives, applied social policies, or caciques (a sort of brokers). 
The quasi-absence of public authority in these remote zones persisted all along the 
process whereby landless labourers of the closest towns and fincas gradually inhabited 
them. During the 1930s and 1940s the first colonists arrived and settled by slashing and 
burning the “virgin jungle”. Progressively their descendants and new arrivals got into 
deeper jungle; communities arose and forms of organization, cooperation and 
representation were self-established. The only way that gave them access to a rather 
stable portion of land was the ejido form. Reintroduced by Emiliano Zapata in the 1917 
Constitution, this legal figure defines a portion of land as nation’s property and allocates 
a permanent right of use (inhabitation and exploitation) to a group of people, usually a 
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family which can transfer this title to its descendants. The ejidos later became the base 
of associations and unions of independent producers. However, despite the exponential 
increase of population4 and thereby of demands for ejidos, the economic and sanitarian 
precariousness persisted along the decades, even getting worse. Linked to this 
unfolding, those campesinos indigenas progressively improved their means of 
organization during the last third of the 20th century to face such adverse conditions.  
On the one hand, since 1968 the diocese of San Cristobal de Las Casas (and later 
other local dioceses), in the trend of the Liberation Theology, started missionary works 
within the colonist communities in the two Chiapas most vulnerable zones: 
implementing projects of strengthening indigenas’ culture, cooperatives and forms of 
self-representation, as well as offering intense popular education in agrarian law, 
economy, Spanish.  
On the other hand, left-wing organizations met incipient indigenas associations 
and cooperated in the works of empowerment and resourcing specially in political and 
organizational matters, stressing the horizontal and local based means of decision-
making. Barmeyer accounts (2009, 37) how fruits of these encounters and investments 
showed up for example when in order to face an attempt of expulsion from Selva 
Lacandona, thousands of campesinos founded the ejidal union Quiptic ta Lecubtesel in 
1975. At the end of the decade, another attempt of forced resettlement incited these 
indigenas to join the Union de Uniones making it the strongest and largest grouping of 
ejidal unions in the region, to the point of functioning “as a local government de facto”. 
Then in 1982 this umbrella organization split up. The congress and meetings held by 
these associations, before, then, and after, also constituted occasions for more or less 
radical left organizations to come and work on linkages.  
In such manner a group of armed students representing the FLN arrived to San 
Emiliano in 1983, core village of the Quipticte Lecubtesel union. Warmly welcomed by 
the locals they cofounded the EZLN with the leaders of this ejidal union on 17 
November of the same year (Baremeyer 2009, 37). Both horizontal decision-making 
procedures and organizations, which have ever since largely characterized the EZLN, 
                                                        
4E.g. only in SelvaLacandona the population passed from 1,000 in 1950 to 10,000 in 1960, to 40,000 in 
1970, to 100,000  in 1980, and to 150, 000 in 1990 [De Vos 1995 and Sephen 2002 referred by Barmeyer 
2009, p.30] 
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and especially the Zapatistas communities in their relational and cognitive dynamics, 
have thus their foundation in the precedent history and experience of the colonist 
campesinos indigenas. 
There was also an intermixture of contextual facts that served as fertile ground 
for radicalization of the local communities, and the emergence of the EZLN too. As the 
campesinos indigenas communities in Selva Lacandona and Las Cañadas got better 
organized during the 1970s and their claims turned more frequent and heavier, the 
responses of both governments and finqueros (big landowners) became harsher.  
Firstly, the official authorities reacted by violent police repression to protests, 
persecution of campesino leaders and activists were quite usual; furthermore, in the 
early 1980s the Lopez Portillo government rejected most of the demands for more 
ejidos. Secondly, the landowners started founding paramilitary groups, with 
governmental and military help, which constantly perpetuated harassments, menaces, 
selected assassinations and disappearances (Mentinis 2006, 4). The account of these 
repeated aggressions, with the progressive worsening of economic and sanitarian 
conditions, justified to certain campesinos the need of an armed political struggle, first 
in a defensive perspective, then for pushing forward their claims.  
 In what follows, we analyse the Zapatista cycle of contention through the 
different mechanisms that occurred during the first two months of 1994 to constitute 
the robust processes of actor constitution, polarization and scale shift. 
 
3. 2. 3. Collective action and robust contentious processes 
 
3. 2. 3. 1. Actor Constitution 
 
Regarding the actor constitution process (McAdam et al. 2001, 317), a particularity 
distinguishes the case of the Zapatistas’ first cycle of contention from that of many other 
movements. Crucial mechanisms as social appropriation, innovative action, identity shift, 
and attribution of threat and opportunity took place during the ten years development 
preceding the uprising. Since our episodic approach retains the analysis focus in the 
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chosen high contentious activity period we will just give a short overview of these 
mechanisms which set the base and led to the cycle of contention. 
First, from the encounter between a handful of FLN militants and the Quipticte 
Lecubtesel union emerged a process of definition of common aims, or social 
appropriation, a mechanism that paves the way for innovative action by reorienting an 
existing group’s conception of its collective purpose (McAdam et al, 2001, 316), carried 
out under the EZLN project. On the one hand, there was a convergence of their 
respective critical view on local and national history and its injustices (Barmeyer 2009, 
38). On the other hand, a reciprocal “metamorphose” was engaged: the principles of 
“command obeying” and communal-horizontal-consensual decision-making replaced 
the vanguardist and partisan ideological foundations of the FLN; at the same time, the 
campesinos indigenas moved to a different understanding of national history, the 
Nation, the State, neoliberalism, global division of labour and the ways in which these 
would influence them. This new understanding replaced their long isolation tendency 
on a cognitive and practical level (Holloway and Pelaez 1998, 129).  
The deepness of this process of transformation entailed two other simultaneous 
and, in this case, interdependent mechanisms: identity shift and innovative action. The 
former concerns the construction and appearance of a (new) collective Zapatista 
identity, gathering the militants and different ethnic groups5. The EZLN deployed a 
work of collective memory recuperation in its base communities, hence its particular 
striking discourse style with mythical figures (Barmeyer 2009, 39). For its part, 
innovative action ensued from the placement of both Zapatistas’ aims and budding 
identity in the context of that time, under a practical application perspective. The 
outcome was a wide collective struggle embodied in “communities in arms”6. From that 
resulted an internal functional repartition in three categories (Barmeyer 2009, 78): 
first, the base communities embodied the civilian activities by carrying out political 
demonstrations, logistical work or providing resources for the other two types of 
members (the milicianos and the insurgentes). This supplying of food, equipment and 
                                                        
5This includes the Tzotziles, tzeltales, choles, tojolabales, mames y zoques, principal Chiapas ethnic 
communities (EZLN 1994a). 
6This means to clearly distinguish the EZLN from the several Latino-American guerrillas which flourished 
in the 1960s and 1970s, and other armed groups: for their horizontal and direct-democratic decision 
making regime; for their non-ambition of taking the central-national power; for their progressive auto-
financing practices in order to get arms. 
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money, was made either by participating in collective work or by individual donations7. 
The milicianos lived in their communities and participated in the ordinary tasks, but 
were trained in combat and constantly ready to pick up their arms in cases of 
emergency. Then the insurgentes composed the permanent armed units hidden in the 
jungle. 
The EZLN enlargement process, withal linked to the practical application-
construction, was long and clandestine (Barmeyer 2009, 70): slowly and progressively 
“la organización” (as the EZLN was known) persuaded local communities by addressing 
them in the village assemblies. These reunions were key scenarios for brokerage with 
individuals and organizations. By the late 1980s, the support and the number of recruits 
grew exponentially. During 1992, planned meetings and discussions took place in the 
Zapatista communities, in which the EZLN members were called upon to decide about 
the orientations of their organization. By a final majority vote it was decided that war 
would be declared on the Mexican government and that Subcomandante Marcos will be 
in charge of the preparations (Mentinis 2006, 6).  
Barmeyer outlines the importance of motivations of those who largely 
participated in the EZLN’s development and the decision to openly rebel for change, 
access to transport infrastructure, electricity and fresh water; and to more fertile and 
wider lands, those up the valley; enhanced protection from repression; integral 
autonomy to decide in their political, economic and cultural issues (2009, 40). However, 
adding to their discontent, the Salinas government succeeded in imposing a reform on 
agriculture which allowed for privatization of the ejidos; also, the NAFTA negotiations 
advanced towards the final agreement. Based on their perception of all these elements,  
and the possible upcoming future, the Zapatistas operated mechanisms of attribution of 
threat and opportunity, specially stimulated by those internal debates. 
In the early morning of 1 January 1994, the same day of NAFTA implementation, 
the EZLN with around 3,000 members took over San Cristobal de Las Casas, five other 
                                                        
7 Some Zapatistas, even whole villages such as San Emiliano, managed to profit from government credits 
for cattle which was sold. Likewise help from local NGOs probably had contributed indirectly. It is known 
that a dozen of NGOs were present in Chiapas urban areas before the uprising but no detailed information 
about their programs and projects within Selva Lacandona and Las Cañadas areas or populations has been 
found for the pre-1994 period. Quickly after the uprising these merged to create CONPAZ (Coordination of 
Nongovernmental Organizations for Peace) which played a salient role during 1994 and 1995 (Barmeyer 
2009, 116) 
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large towns and several ranchos in Chiapas. From the day after an intense eleven day 
period of combat with the federal army followed mostly in rural spaces.8 The 
government counted 145 dead people, mostly Zapatistas. The EZLN later recognized 44 
dead Zapatistas and 32 disappeared, and 27 killed soldiers. The Mexican government 
tried to restrict the uprising to the jungle of Chiapas through both military repression 
and limited press coverage (Holloway and Peláez 1998, 81). In this period, most 
Mexicans got their news from the state-controlled TV-network Televisa. Thus, the 
Zapatistas could barely address the public through only a few journals, such as El 
Financiero (national), El Tiempo (local), or La Jornada (national). Even then they could 
not be completely sure that their views would be published, although La Jornada proved 
to offer the most complete coverage of the uprising and the following periods of the 
movement. Still, it was not easy to get the messages to those journals, other media and 
actors.  
The solution came through innovative action by using the, in those days still 
young, Internet and sending the communiqués to people around the world through e-
mail (Jordan and Taylor 2004, 87) and fax (Holloway and Peláez 1998, 81). This practice 
was taken into use from the first moment of the contentious cycle that we are focusing 
on. On 1 January 1994, just one minute after midnight, people around the world had 
received the Primera Declaracion de la Selva Lacandona by e-mail and the day after 
autonomous Zapatista zones appeared all over the Internet (Jordan and Taylor 2004, 
87). Titled “Hoy decimos ya basta” (Today we say enough is enough), this declaration 
justified the armed struggle as the only way to arrive to democracy, to be appropriately 
listened to and to obtain the recognition of indigenous and campesino demands. Its 
content focused on the seriousness of the situation in Chiapas, but also raised the 
conflict to the national level; it called upon the whole Mexican people to unite against 
the “seven decades of PRI’s dictatorship”; it also drew on a variety of political 
affiliations, but concluded in a “certain authoritarian form” by addressing the armed 
struggle as an imperative (Mentinis 2006, 9). However, in the following days, the official 
EZLN discourse and its spokesman’s intervention in several media changed sensibly. 
                                                        
8 See in section 3. 2. 3. 3. the urban exception of the “Ocosingo massacre” whose  media coverage and 
perception had a significant contribution to the urban mobilizations and demonstrations, especially the 
one on 12 January in Mexico City. 
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Concepts and ideas like democracy, justice and humanity were stressed as well as an 
openness to dialogue (Mentinis 2006, 9; EZLN 1994c) 
This innovative action of using the Internet to communicate to the world outside 
Selva Lacandona combined with another innovative feature of the communicative 
aspects of the Zapatistas, the image of subcomandante Marcos. The mix of Marcos’ well-
written comuniqués and his public physical representation of the mask, the pipe and the 
setting of the interviews helped popularize the revolutionaries’ image and assure that 
everybody could become a Zapatista by wearing the mask (Castells 1997, 79). This also 
links the Zapatista struggle to the past. The usage of masks was a recurrent ritual in pre-
Colombian Mexican Indian Cultures and, thereby, the Zapatista rebellion, the 
equalization of faces and historical flashbacks all link in the most innovative theatrics of 
revolution (Castells 1997, 80).  
In parallel, a combat of decertification and certification was engaged. These 
mechanisms assume intense interpretive efforts by affected others who aim at restoring 
predictability to an environment rendered less certain by the innovative action 
(McAdam et al, 2001, 316). In the media, from 1 January, Televisa constantly tried to 
downplay the importance of the events (Stephen 1997, 58). In the same channel and 
others, government representatives and some of its supporters attacked the 
authenticity and the legitimacy of the rebellion with racist presumptions – claims about 
the indigenous being incapable of using technological weapons or genetically incapable 
of rebellion. Moreover, others put forward claims that the rebellion was orchestrated by 
foreign actors (Mentinis 2006, 9), being a simple extension of 1960s and 1970s 
Communist-Marxist guerrilla groups (Holloway and Pelaez 1998, 120). Some also 
argued that Chiapas was a case apart, with very local particular problems (Holloway 
and Pelaez 1998, 28).  
From their side, the Zapatistas’ communiqués and spoke-persons both operated 
as certification and as scale shift mechanisms (see further in section 3. 2. 3. 3.). On the 
one hand, they insisted on the largely majoritarian ethnic and rural composition of the 
movement. On the other hand, they used the (re)interpretation of national history to 
justify and legitimize their struggle for change – they argued that the history of Chiapas 
is the history of Mexico, that of the rebels-oppressed versus the victorious-oppressors 
in all the country (Holloway and Pelaez 1998, 28). Another example of certification and 
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decertification is the accusation of the movement for performing attacks on the Red 
Cross and press units on 3 and 4 January, which the EZLN denied instantly in a 
communiqué (EZLN 1994). 
On 10 January the government designed a Commissioner for Peace and 
Reconciliation (Manuel Camacho, Minister of Foreign Affairs) and on 12 January it 
announced a unilateral ceasefire which immediately became a bilateral one. This led to 
the peace-talks starting on 21 February, taking place at San Cristobal cathedral with its 
Bishop, Samuel Ruiz, as intermediary accepted by the two parties: Manuel Camacho on 
one side, and the Zapatista comandancia composed of 20 indigenous commanders, 
members of the Indigenous Revolutionary Clandestine Committee – General Command 
(CCRI-CG), on the other. Hundreds of Zapatistas indigenas, NGOs activists, the Red Cross 
personnel, police units, and local, national and international media gathered outside 
(Mentinis 2006, 11).  
The comandancia brought out their attitude of respect toward its enemies, even 
the most hated, while highlighting their pride in being “indigenas chiapanecos y 
mexicanos”. The government representative finally recognized these characteristics of 
EZLN’s composition. Also he presented 32 proposals for the conflict resolution which 
the comandancia agreed to transmit to the all Zapatista communities in order to let 
them discuss and decide upon their acceptance. At the point when the object of claims 
recognized the claimer we detect the consolidation of the Zapatistas as a constituted 
contentious actor in the wide public sphere, even if, as we will see, mechanisms of 
decertification and certification reappeared several times thereafter. 
 
3. 2. 3. 2. Polarization 
 
In this section the process of polarization will be sought out through looking for the 
mechanisms that come together to make up this process: opportunity/threat spiral, 
competition, brokerage and category formation. All these mechanisms can be identified 
within the cycle of contention in question from 1 January 1994 and the following two 
months. 
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 First of all, it appears that the cycle from its very beginning was radicalized as 
actual armed fighting between the Zapatista claim makers, and the objects of claim, the 
Mexican government, broke out. Thus, concerning the opportunity/threat spiral which 
constitutes the outset of the process, it comes from the debates in 1992 in the Zapatista 
communities when they considered the opportunity to drastically progress in their 
claim seeking, by the means of uprising, as we have seen in the actor constitution 
process. The uprising represented a clear threat to the Mexican state, hence the military 
repression also detailed above. With such impetuous repression, the threat of a military 
liquidation of their movement appeared before the Zapatista’s eyes. Later, the 
unilaterally declared ceasefire on 12 January, however, presented a more explicit 
opportunity for the Zapatistas to have their claims heard. With the formal peace talks 
starting on 21 February, there arose a better climate to communicate with civil society 
in Mexico and abroad. The declaration of a ceasefire and then the announcement of 
peace talks did not mean that the threat disappeared. As fighting stopped, and even 
after peace talks had started, the military presence in the region remained significant 
and highly increased over the next 7 years (Inclán 2009, 801). By the middle of 1994, 
there were almost 50 military positions in Chiapas (Inclán 2009, 804).  
 Following, as consequence of the threat/opportunity spiral, two mechanisms 
that interplayed with each other emerged. First, the mechanism of competition, or 
search for allies (McAdam et al, 2001, 322), comes into play. As it has been explored in 
the previous section, the first months of the Zapatista rebellion were also a battle of 
words and a definitional struggle of certification and decertification. Thus, this also 
consisted in a competition between the Zapatistas and their supporters, on one side, 
and the government and its backers, on the other, to win national and international 
support; for example, in the attempt of the government to ascribe an attack on the Red 
Cross to the Zapatista army. This competition also manifested itself in the Zapatista side 
by their callings on the general Mexican population, sometimes specified in “workers, 
poor peasants, teachers, progressive and honest intellectuals, housewives and 
professionals, and all the independent political and economic organizations” (editor’s 
translation; EZLN 1994a), to contest in the same manner as they did, to claim in the 
same manner as they did; these messages appeared often in the EZLN communiqués, 
since the first one (EZLN 1993). 
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 Participating in this competition and as a consequence of the opportunity/threat 
spiral, brokerage mechanisms operated in this process. As we have mentioned earlier, in 
the first days of January 1994, the Zapatistas soon realized that they could not win the 
military battle and adopted collective innovative action of using the Internet (and fax) 
to get their communiqués out of Chiapas to the rest of Mexico and the world. This was 
necessary in order to get support for their cause and put pressure on the government so 
that their use of military would come at a greater cost. What has not been mentioned 
yet, however, is that to get these communiqués out of Chiapas, to the journals and the 
Internet, the EZLN needed the cooperation of NGOs and activists present in the area. 
Thus, the NGO’s ability to impress the media and use faxes, e-mail, and other form of 
telecommunication was crucial to get the word out (Ronfeldt et al 1998, 26), even after 
the declaration of the ceasefire and peace talks. In this way, those NGO activists played a 
role of brokers between the Zapatistas and new actors outside Selva Lacandona and Las 
Cañadas as it will be shown in the next section. In the beginning of the rebellion, the 
NGOs cooperating with the EZLN acted rather as “neutral”, neither for the Zapatistas 
nor for the government, but for peace and humanitarian reasons. One year after, the 
EZLN’s position changed and required a clear commitment with their cause from actors 
willing to cooperate (Barmeyer 2009, 41). 
Concurrently, the government deployed strategies to contain and limit the 
Zapatista brokerage in two ways. One was by brokering with campesino and indigenas 
organizations from Chiapas through the creation of the State Council of Indigenous and 
Peasants Organizations (CEOIC). This broad coalition came to reject the methods of the 
EZLN, but to share their claims. Moreover, they occupied around 50,000 hectares of 
private lands which ended with a governmental allocation of 180,000 hectares 
(Baremayer 2009, 43). Secondly, in response to the EZLN’s attempts to encourage 
participation from the vast and diverse Mexican civil society into the peace talks, the 
government approached different susceptible leftist organizations and parties to 
propose separate negotiations and arrangements. As this isolation of the EZLN 
progressed during the months of January and February, the Zapatistas insisted on the 
need for a national involvement and a dialogue, but not negotiations (Holloway and 
Peláez 1998, 118). 
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 It has been shown that the threats experienced by the Zapatistas through the 
military superiority and the subsequent competition from the Mexican government and 
its supporters in the media forced the Zapatistas to change their strategies within the 
cycle. They shifted to a strategy of taking up the informational battle with the 
government through the media and the Internet. What one sees then is a shift from 
what started out as a popular insurgency9 (among the gathered ethnic groups) to a 
“social netwar” (Ronfeldt et al 1998, 45). From this it can be concluded that the nascent 
connections of the bounded set of sites in rebellious Chiapas with other set of sites and 
actors in Mexico, and abroad, constituted the base of a new emergent category 
formation (McAdam et al, 2001, 316). Such extension of the Zapatista struggle will be 
detailed in the following scale shift section. 
 
3. 2. 3. 3. Scale Shift 
 
In this section the process of scale shift shall be analysed through the mechanisms of 
localized action, brokerage/diffusion, attribution of similarity, emulation and 
coordinated action. Starting with the first mechanism, it seems clear from what has 
been covered so far in the analysis of the Zapatista that the cycle started out as clear 
localized action by the groups that had come together in the Chiapas region around the 
Zapatista cause in the decade leading up to 1994. With help from the local and 
international NGOs, media coverage and activist, the protest spread outside the Chiapas 
region. 
 McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly identify two paths through which scale shift can 
occur and they can even work simultaneously in a contentious cycle. These are 
diffusion, that involves the transfer of information along established lines of interaction, 
and brokerage, that links two or more currently unconnected social sites (2001, 332-
333). The brokerage that was analysed in the previous sections, getting NGOs to help 
spread information over the Internet, applies differently to this process of scale 
shift.  The spreading of the Zapatista communiqués helped get the news out about the 
                                                        
9 Ronfeldt et al. say ”a traditional Maoist insurgency” but we stand with the above mentioned 
consideration, in actor constitution process, about the notion of “communities in arms”, proper to the 
actors themselves and defended Barmeyer (2009, 78) 
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repressive military actions of the government. The effect of this is seen during the first 
12 days of January, when news of the battle of Ocosingo (2 January) reached Mexico 
City, where “poorly armed rebels” got quasi-annihilated by the federal army. Its media 
diffusion contributed largely to peace demonstrations of 200,000 people in the capital’s 
main square on 12 January (Barmeyer 2009, 41). Thereby, even though the EZLN’s goal 
to march into Mexico City was never accomplished, it was at least carried out 
symbolically through these protests sympathetic to the EZLN’s claims in the Zócalo 
Square (Tuathail and Dalby 1998, 250). Furthermore, the diffusion of information over 
the Internet spread demonstrations to San Francisco, New York and other cities around 
the world in January and February 1994 (Holloway and Peláez 1998, 86-87). 
This way there was diffusion of the Zapatista cause to other localities, but there 
was also a mechanism of brokerage in play through linking previously unconnected 
social sites under the struggle for democracy. In the first declaration of the Selva 
Lacandona, the EZLN’s General Comandancia ends the statement by directing 
themselves to the people of Mexico and asking for their support in the struggle for “jobs, 
land, housing, food, health, education, independence, liberty, democracy, justice and 
peace” (editor’s translation; EZLN 1994a). Thereby, the struggle of indigenous 
campesinos in Chiapas was linked to a broader struggle for democracy and against the 
authoritarian government of the PRI. As we just saw, the Zapatistas received support in 
this struggle from several groups in Mexico City, where thousands of meetings came 
together around three different coalitions (NGOs, the political left and organizations 
linked with economic demands) and these meetings led into the great demonstrations 
on 12 January (Holloway and Peláez 1998, 117). Patricia King and Francisco Javier 
Villanueva, who seem to indicate that they took part in these meetings, outline this 
attribution of similarity with the Zapatista cause: “The city did not take sides with the 
Zapatista cause; it simply insisted on their right to exist and be heard. We were still 
unaware that this was precisely what the Zapatista cause was all about.” (in: Holloway 
and Peláez 1998, 117). The city emulated somewhat the Zapatista struggle for 
democracy and freedom, which settled bases for further coordinated action within civil 
society and Chiapas rebels. 
Furthermore, as mentioned in the polarization process section, the Zapatista 
contentious activity did not only surpass the borders of Chiapas to go national, but also 
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went global to some of the big cities of the world. Thus this scale shift did not only take 
part in physical, but also in virtual or cyberspace. Discussion forums and blogs became 
terrains where supporters of the Zapatistas, government supporters and uncommitted 
actors, impetuously discussed the meaning of the Zapatista uprising, their 
communiqués and claims (Holloway and Peláez 1998, 95). 
 
3. 2. 4. Conclusion 
 
To sum up, in this section we first looked at the roots of the Zapatista movement in the 
1980s as this was the time when the main part of the social fabric of the movement 
came together. However, the movement did not enter the national stage as a relevant 
political actor until the uprising of 1 January and the contentious cycle that followed. 
Within this cycle we have identified the occurrence of the different mechanisms that 
made up the processes of actor constitution, polarization and scale shift. Furthermore, 
we have seen how the Zapatista movement took part in a larger democratization period 
in Mexico and was supported by people outside Chiapas in Mexico City and other big 
cities in the world. Chiapas was connected to the rest of the world through the Internet, 
fax and alternative media and although it started out principally as an armed 
communities’ insurgency it became more of a media and cyber war, which was 
undertaken to put pressure on the Mexican government. 
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3. 3. The Indignados 2011 Demonstrations  
 
'Escuchad la ira del pueblo!' ('Listen 
to the people's wrath!' - one of the 
Indignados' slogans, in: Cossarini 
2014, 291) 
 
3. 3. 1. Introduction 
 
On 15 May 2011, Democracia Real Ya (DRY), an umbrella social activist platform 
constituted somewhat earlier that year, launched street marches across Spain under the 
slogan 'Real democracy now' (Postill 2013, 2). A full week later, one could see tens of 
thousands of Spaniards in over sixty cities defying the Spanish Electoral Junta by 
occupying public squares for days before the coming regional and municipal elections on 
22 May, declaring 'No nos representan' ('They do not represent us', in: Delclos and Viejo 
2012, 92). The nascent movement had been a global media event even before 27 May, 
when the Catalan police violently attempted to remove thousands of protesters from the 
impromptu set up camp in Barcelona's central plaza, Placa Catalunya (Delclos and Viejo 
2012, 92). A contentious episode (McAdam et al, 2001, 6) was clearly unfolding.  
 A new collective actor - be it a social movement, a network system or a repertoire 
of collective action, as it has been described by various scholars and commentators - 
emerged within the praxis of mass gatherings in the Spanish public squares and of 
protesting against the deteriorating conditions of social, political and material life in the 
Iberian country. Both participants themselves and the media following the 
developments in Spanish streets and squares baptised the movement using the word 
indignados in reference to the influential 32-page activist manifesto published in 2010 
by Stephane Hessel, French diplomat, titled Indignez-vous, that calls on youth around the 
world to get outraged and move into action against the surrounding injustices across the 
social system (Castaneda 2012, 310). Collectively deciding to leave the occupied Spanish 
public squares in mid-June 2011, after having spent almost a month re-defining not just 
the usage of public space, but the very nature of social relations, as we will ultimately 
show further ahead in this section, Indignados did not cease to be active and take part in 
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many other contentious occurrences that followed the so-called movimiento 15M (the 
15th of May).  
As we have previously mentioned, we have decided to apply the concept of a 
cycle of contention, developed by Sidney Tarrow in 2011, that will help us locate 
Indignados within a broader context. Also, we will be using the explanatory model of 
identifying causal mechanisms within recurring processes of contention, offered by 
Doug McAdam, Sidney Tarrow and Charles Tilly and discussed in the second chapter. 
 In the first part of this section we will aim to situate the events of May and June 
2011 in a wider phase of protest and identify the Indignados' cycle of contention, thus 
rendering the appearance of the movement easily understandable. We will also briefly 
deal with the rapid pace of innovation in the forms of contention and the creation of new 
collective action frames brought about by Indignados, setting the stage for a deeper 
analysis of innovative action employed by the movement in the ensuing sections. 
According to McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly (2001, 7), it is difficult to identify where the 
boundary between transgressive and contained contention lies since the two of them 
interact incessantly, but we argue that Indignados make a transgressive actor firstly 
because we do not find any previously established political actors and secondly, 
because, as we will see later on in this section, Indignados employ innovative means of 
collective action.  
In the second part we will address the existence of sets of contentious 
mechanisms that combine into three robust processes, shaping Indignados as a 
collective actor. We will argue that all three robust processes, actor constitution, 
polarization and scale shift, can be easily observed within the development of the 
movement and used to explain it. We will pay special attention to mechanisms of 
innovative collective action used by the movement that, in one way or the other, shaped 
the wider contentious processes. Finally, a brief concluding section will bring to the fore 
all arguments that we have offered and provide the reader with an overview of the case 
study. 
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3. 3. 2. Indignados within a cycle of contention 
 
Following Sidney Tarrow’s definition of cycle of contention previously given in the 
chapter on methodology, one is able to understand Indignados as a local iteration of a 
broader wave of mobilization at the global level that started with the Arab Spring 
(Delclos and Viejo 2012, 93). Such widespread contention demands for authorities' 
response strategies and it produces outcomes that are more than the sum of the results 
of an aggregate of unconnected events (Tarrow 2011, 199). Cycles of contention should 
not be studied, warns the author, as though they were single movements, but must be 
disaggregated into innovations they produce, campaigns and coalitions, and 
mechanisms of (de)mobilization (Tarrow 2011, 200). 
 Inspired by the spirit of Tahrir (Freedom) Square, and reacting against the all-
encompassing financial crisis and the austerity measures chosen to address it, 
demonstrations soon took place in 2011 in Portugal, Spain, Greece, and the United 
Stated from where they spread across the globe (although preceded by similar protests 
in Ireland and Iceland in 2008 and 2009 respectively). These movements of 2011-2012 
took up some of the principal criticism of the ever-decreasing quality of representative 
democracy, of corruption in the political class and of political parties, both right and 
centre-left (della Porta 2012, 275). The proposals of the Arab Spring, Indignados and the 
Occupy movement resonate with more participatory visions of democracy and new 
deliberative conceptions that at the same time underline egalitarianism and plurality 
(della Porta 2012, 276). 
 However, different developmental trajectories of these movements were strongly 
context-dependent. That is why the Indignados movement must be understood as a part 
of a more local and durable cycle of contention as well. Its roots are identified in five key 
events, first of which was the massive citizen response to the fact that Aznar's Partido 
Popular (PP) government blamed the Basque terrorist group ETA for the Madrid train 
bombings in March 2004, despite knowing Al Qaeda was behind it. The massive, 
nationwide protests changed the outcome of the national elections, leading Zapatero's 
Partido Socialista Obrero Espanol (PSOE) to victory over the PP. The second event is a 
smaller struggle over the right to decent housing starting in 2007 and calling attention 
to the social problems caused by the housing bubble. These protests, associated with the 
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squatters' movement in Madrid and the Plataforma de Afectados por la Hipoteca, were 
organised via e-mail and text messaging, just as those in 2004 (Delclos and Viejo 2012, 
93). 
 Thirdly, a Twitter campaign No Les Votes (Do not Vote for Them) emerged in 
2010-2011 against the two mainstream parties (PP and PSOE) for their unpopular, US-
sponsored anti-piracy legislation. Moreover, during the same period university students 
organized protests against the rising youth unemployment rampant among people 
under thirty years old (the so-called Juventud sin Futuro wave of protest). Finally, the 
fifth event was the formation, via social media, of DRY platform that resisted neoliberal 
austerity measures as an anti-democratic pact between politicians and bankers. These 
last three developments converged when those organizations became visible as key 
players in support of 15 May 2011 mobilizations (Delclos and Viejo 2012, 94). 
 In sum, it is clear how these purely local and national origins, notably 
disillusionment with the state of Spanish (nearly two-party) democratic system and 
growing economic hardship illustrated by an alarming unemployment rate of 21 per 
cent in total and 43.6 per cent for those younger than 24 years (Castaneda 2012, 309), 
combined with a broader wave of protest emanating from Northern Africa into a phase 
of heightened conflict across the social system (Tarrow 2011, 199). It is quite important 
to note that the Indignados movement was not spontaneous - notwithstanding that its 
first massive public appearance was the protest on 15 May, the Arab Spring was a 
catalyst for development of new organizational and communicative practices in Spain, a 
source of inspiration for Spaniards who now believed it was possible to rebel against an 
unjust political system (Monterde and Postill 2013, 7).  
 The cycle of protest in which Indignados emerged as a collective actor erupted in 
mid-May 2011, just a week before the regional and municipal elections of 22 May, when 
a large section of the population saw no viable alternative between a neoliberalized left 
and a neoliberal and conservative right (Castaneda 2012, 310). We will explore the 
details of the movement's evolution somewhat later within this chapter, but here we 
consider necessary to highlight the most important events and draw some kind of a 
boundary in which the cycle unfolded.  
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On 15 May 2011, DRY launched street marches across Spain. The turning point 
came early during the night of 15-16 May, as a group of forty protesters decided to pitch 
camp at Puerta del Sol, Madrid's main square (Postill 2013, 2). In ’25 days camping in 
Sol’, a reportage conducted by the newspaper La Información, Jon Aguirre Such, 
architecture student and spokesman for Democracia Real Ya, explains how everything 
started: "The demonstration was just the germ. There was such a terrific atmosphere 
that was passed on to everybody there and so some of us gathered in the square and 
said: ‘Let’s stay here’” (La Información 2011). However, fearing that the authorities may 
try to prevent them from staying there, the occupiers sent out calls for support via 
Twitter (Postill 2013, 3). By the next day, 17 May, larger crowds showed up on public 
squares, not only in Madrid, but in Barcelona, Valencia and a number of other Spanish 
cities and towns, making clear claims regarding the removal of despised privileges of the 
political class, labour and housing rights, the need for better public services and a 
different fiscal policy (Monterde and Postill 2013, 9).  
Thousands of people were challenging the government's decision to ban the 
acampadas (camp sites) that mushroomed across the country. The police often tried to 
evict Indignados from the plazas, initiating violent clashes that left many people injured, 
among which the one in Barcelona of 27 May stands out: more than fifteen people were 
injured and images of the police brutality spread rapidly on the Internet, along with the 
hashtag #Bcnsinmiedo (Barcelona without fear), that became one of the most popular 
global Twitter topics of that day (Postill 2013, 7). As a response to police brutality the 
support for the massive, non-violent movement amongst different social groups in 
Barcelona and elsewhere increased (Castaneda 2012, 316). Joseba Elola, a journalist 
reporting for the national newspaper El Pais who witnessed the events, describes that 
day as the day that “revealed the magic of spontaneity. The miracle of communication. 
The power of spreading the message through social networks. The strength of a new 
generation.” (2011) 
For a whole month, these encampments had served as spaces for citizen 
deliberation, before they dispersed and were relocated to barrios (smaller 
neighbourhoods). However, occasional protests continued in the same format - on 15 
October 2011, the movement aligned itself with similar movements around the globe to 
launch a wave of protests in around 1000 world cities (Monterde and Postill 2013, 11) 
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and so, if we also consider the fact that Wall Street had been occupied just one month 
earlier, we could affirm scale shift taking place.  
Demonstrations happened again in February, May and September of 2012, 
whereas Indignados now aligned with education and health care personnel and workers 
across Spain in a number of strikes and protests against bank bailouts and austerity 
measures (Delclos and Viejo 2012, 97).  
 There has been, of course, no completion - the contestation of hegemony is a 
continual struggle. The Indignados movement marks only a starting point in 
contestation from which a change of the existing social order in Spain may result 
(Dhaliwal 2012, 269). To foster a better understanding of Indignados' evolution and the 
outcomes of the movement's actions, we consider necessary to locate it within a cycle of 
contention. Different cycles become easily identified with specific forms of action and 
with changes in the repertoires of protest. Moreover, cycles of contention are often 
initiated by such innovations that keep the flame of mobilization alive, even after its 
initial fuel was consumed (Tarrow 2011, 203).  
  
3. 3. 3.  Collective action and robust contentious processes 
 
As we have previously mentioned in the chapter on methodology, three crucial 
processes were spotted by McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly in a wide variety of episodes of 
contention: constitution of new political actors and identities, polarization of political 
groups and scale shift in contention from local to translocal/transnational arenas 
(McAdam et al, 2001, 314).  
 The main objective of this section is to take up these robust processes and 
investigate whether they do, and if they truly do in what manner, occur within the 
development of Indignados' contentious cycle. This endeavour is strongly inspired by 
the evidence provided in Dynamics of Contention that point to the fact that same 
processes, comprised of the same linked mechanisms, appear in many different 
touchstone cases of contentious politics (McAdam et al, 2001, 315). 
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3. 3. 3. 1. Actor constitution 
 
New political actors can emerge in several different ways, but McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly 
decided to focus on a robust process by which segments of civilian population acquire 
names and public political standing (McAdam et al, 2001, 315).  
 This process involves two very important mechanisms - social appropriation and 
innovative action, followed by another pair, namely category formation/identity shift 
and (de)certification (McAdam et al, 2001, 316-317). Social appropriation paves the way 
for innovative action by reorienting an existing group to a new conception of its 
collective purpose. The mechanism is clearly visible in decisions of groups like Juventud 
sin Futuro, No Les Votes or DRY to replace online or small-scale offline activism with 
occupations of public squares that eventually turned into mass demonstrations and 
called for a substantial social change. But for the initial movement mobilization to be 
fully realized, this disposition act has to be translated into innovative collective action. 
Only when this occurs, the movement in question is acting contentiously (McAdam et al, 
2001, 316). 
 As we have mentioned before, the turning point of the contentious cycle was a 
decision made by some forty protesters to pitch camp on Puerta del Sol in the early 
hours of 16 May, instead of returning home after yet another anti-establishment 
demonstration. One of them explained later: “All we did was a gesture that broke the 
collective mental block” (Postill, 2013, 2). By the evening of the next day the number of 
campers swelled to 200, and by 20 May to 30,000 (Postill, 2013, 3). Violating the 
behavioural expectations of other parties by performing such a complex and multi-
faceted material socio-spatial practice (Leitner et al, 2008, 169) of occupying public 
squares, the emerging movement, later to be known as Indignados, created a set of sites 
sharing a boundary distinguishing all of them and relating all of them to at least one set 
of sites visibly excluded by the boundary (McAdam et al, 2001, 316), thus completing 
category formation.  
 In other words, acampadas that mushroomed across Spain set a clear boundary 
between themselves as one horizontal, radically democratic space, even though not 
physically connected, and the unjust political system that proved unable to serve the 
needs of the demos. One of the campers at Puerta del Sol describes the situation as 
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follows: “Demands were passionately debated and agreed upon in the streets. A whole 
range of commissions, each with their own assemblies, were formed to deal with the 
practical and the political. The occupation in Madrid had some 22 commissions which 
were meeting almost constantly. One night, I stumbled across the Commission for the 
Economy – some two hundred people had gathered at 3am to debate the best way to 
nationalize the entire banking system. All of the Commissions would report to the 
General Assembly, the highest decision making body, and a space for discussing the most 
important issues of the movement. General Assemblies were held daily and comprised of 
mass meeting of thousands of people. The assemblies and commissions functioned using 
a mix of consensus or majority rules vote and had a very horizontal structure, with no 
leaders and a rotating spokesperson. The 15M movement is first and foremost an 
experiment in radical direct democracy” (Takethesquare, 2011).  
 Furthermore, the link between innovative action and (de)certification is 
straightforward. Having violated the behavioural expectations (namely, not to occupy 
public spaces), the movement provoked intense (de)certification - interpretive efforts by 
affected others who aim at restoring predictability to an environment rendered less 
certain by the innovative action (McAdam et al, 2001, 316). On the one hand, sections of 
the mainstream Spanish media tried to decertify the movement by complaining that the 
camps were dangerous, that the protestors' claims were not clear and that there was no 
legitimate reason to occupy public squares (Castaneda 2012, 313). On the other hand, 
the social media erupted, mostly in support of the movement - there were 1,444,051 
tweets referring to Indignados in May only (Pena-Lopez et al, 2013, 6). The efforts to 
publicly assert legitimacy or delegitimacy and coherent innovative contentious practices 
strengthened the process of creation of a new actor.  
 It seems important to indicate the main innovative features of the movement's 
actions, for Indignados' action frames were the most important segments of the newly 
constructed collective identity. Firstly, the movement's politics of space was significant 
insofar as it enabled the emergence of new social spaces. By its own particular way of 
organizing within public spaces, the Indignados movement's occupations showcased 
potential to contest dominant spatial relations - the movement shifted the boundaries of 
the way in which space is produced such that the abstract space of capitalism gives way 
to a more differentiated space, where the diverse needs of the community itself 
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determine the way in which space is produced (Dhaliwal 2012, 270). This politics of 
space was a significant part of Indignados' repertoire of contention, as it aimed at 
transforming social relations from below, trying to render both state and capital 
redundant (Dhaliwal 2012, 270). 
 Second relevant feature, and connected to what Henri Lefebvre (1974, 1991) 
termed as 'production of counter-space', is the movement's practice of direct 
deliberative democracy. The new social spaces of the occupations have enabled the 
development of new social relations that are marked with horizontality, egalitarianism 
and collectivism and opposed to hierarchy, inequality and fragmentation (Dhaliwal 
2012, 262). This was consolidated by consensus decision-making in the meetings and 
equal participation of all involved - many of the acampadas' assemblies used for 
deliberation employed rotating moderators, secretaries and spokespeople. Moreover, 
the movement sought to extend its radical politics of space beyond the city centre 
(surely not just in Madrid and Barcelona) through establishment of neighbourhood 
assemblies that are linked to the General Assemblies located in the main square 
(Dhaliwal 2012, 263). The slogan 'they do not represent us' is connected to a criticism of 
degenerative representative democracy and to elected representatives' inability to 
regulate the market forces. Democracy is the paramount issue - the Indignados 
movement is calling for its renewal through change (della Porta 2012, 275).  
 Juan Iribas, a 45-year-old high school teacher, was an active member of the 
regular assemblies organized those days in Collado Mediano, a small village 48 
kilometres away from Madrid. In an interview we conducted with him, he explained that 
what excited him the most was the fact that people involved were not a homogeneous 
group in terms of ideology, although they were all ‘indignados’. Dialogue and collective 
analysis of the situation would lead to common proposals. Sometimes when someone's 
speech became a bit dogmatic and used traditional political references (the struggle of 
the working class, for example), other participants tried to get the situation back into 
line so that those who did not come from a distinctly leftist tradition would not run away 
(see the entire interview transcribed in Annex I). 
 Finally, the movement developed what Melbourne University's researcher John 
Postill (2013) calls an aesthetics of nonviolence. Indignados' full commitment to 
nonviolence, even in the face of police brutality, is a remarkable quality of the 
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movement. By sharing videos of police provocations, the Indignados were always swift 
to respond to repeated attempts by certain media outlets to attach a radical aesthetic to 
the movement (Postill 2013, 6). Apart from the rejection of violent strategies, the 
movement's aesthetics of nonviolence consisted of a strategic use of humour and 
ridicule, sophisticated digital media practices and the spread of free software and free 
culture ideas. For instance, in November 2012 they posted a link in Twitter directing its 
followers to an embedded YouTube video that showed peaceful demonstrators 
confronting alleged police infiltrators. The author did this by cleverly remediating onto 
Twitter the popular Spanish chant "Secreta, idiota, ¿te crees que no se nota?" (Spooks, 
you morons, you really think we can’t see you?) (Postill 2013, 7). 
 This quite innovative set of collective action frames instantaneously allowed a 
part of the Spanish civilian population to acquire a name and a public political standing, 
thus forming a new actor category, entering the field of transgressive contention and 
completing the process that McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly named constitution of new 
political actors and identities. 
 
3. 3. 3. 2. Polarization 
 
By polarization the authors of Dynamics of Contention meant a process of 'widening of 
political and social space between claimants in a contentious cycle and the gravitation of 
previously uncommitted or moderate actors toward one, the other, or both extremes' 
(McAdam et al, 2001, 322). This robust process is important because it vacates the 
moderate centre, impedes the recomposition of coalitions and produces channels for 
future ones. It also can lead to repression and violence (Mc Adam et al, 2001, 322).  
 As we have previously stated, polarization combines mechanisms of 
opportunity/threat spirals, competition, category formation (as in the previous process) 
and brokerage (McAdam et al, 2001, 322). The combination of mechanisms easily 
polarizes polities to the point of open, often violent conflict. As new actors are 
constructed, unaligned sections of the population are drawn to join one or the other side 
as the contentious cycle develops. In Barcelona, the police tried to 'clean' the main plaza 
on 27 May and utterly failed, but still left many people injured. After that, people who 
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had not taken the time to stop by the Placa Catalunya, who had even been opposed or 
ambivalent about Indignados, felt themselves indignant, seeing YouTube videos of police 
aggression directed to unarmed and nonviolent city dwellers (Castaneda 2012, 316). 
 The indignation itself and the opportunities/threats that occurred after the 
successful square occupations amounted to a schism between vast sections of the 
Spanish population led by the Indignados' non-leaders on the one, and the political and 
financial elites on the other side. The police, the media, academia, the workers and other 
societal fields found themselves caught in the middle of a struggle over the future of the 
existing political order (Postill 2013, 19). Thus became what McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly 
in their model called competition (McAdam et al, 2001, 322), or search for allies. 
Indignados eventually succeeded in forming/brokering at least provisional coalitions 
with student and labour unions, Spanish miners and education and health care 
personnel, taking up large-scale strikes and demonstrations during late 2011 and 2012 
(Castaneda 2012, 319). 
 However, a study done by the Spanish scholars Pena-Lopez, Congosto and Aragon 
(School of Law and Political Science, Open University of Catalonia) argues that the 
dialogue between the emergent social movement and the traditional parties is weak. 
They predicted that, as time passed, major, especially right-wing parties, would keep 
their isolation despite being directly verbally challenged by Indignados. The media, 
some minor parties and the left would adopt a cautious approach, trying to benefit from 
the political profile of the movement (Pena-Lopez et al, 2013, 18). Although the 
movement developed a sort of networked para-institutions (Pena-Lopez et al, 2013), it 
was neither involved into open, lethal conflicts, that according to McAdam, Tarrow and 
Tilly characterize polarization processes within some contentious episodes (Mc Adam et 
al, 2001, 322), nor into predominantly contained, institutionalized transgression. 
 In brief, we can state that polarization within this particular contentious cycle 
resulted from a number of mechanisms in concatenation: 
 opportunity/threat spirals arising from the successful occupation of public 
squares in the face of police's attempts to prevent such demonstrations, 
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 competition, as both sides within the contentious cycle looked for allies amongst 
some of the uncommitted societal sections (the media, the academia, labour 
unions, public servants etc), 
 brokerage, as the social media brought many smaller, diverse movements 
together under the Indignados' umbrella, and 
 category formation, as Indignados shaped their identity around the innovative 
action frames they had adopted.  
 Surely, as the movement’s evolution is still unravelling, it is not possible to 
predict whether the radical break called for by the movement will take shape of slow, 
gradual reform or a sudden revolutionary turn. Further development of the polarization 
process depends on that very conditionality. 
 
3. 3. 3. 3. Scale shift 
 
The final robust process is scale shift: 'a change in the number and level of coordinated 
contentious actions leading to broader contention involving a wider range of actors and 
bridging their claims and identities ' (McAdam et al, 2001, 331). The shift can of course 
be both downward (fragmentation of action) or upward. Scale shift is present, at least to 
some degree, in all major contentious episodes, as new incidents follow the outbreak of 
contention, new actors get involved and further claims crystallize (McAdam et al, 2001, 
332). 
 This process consists of two mechanisms that are sometimes linked together: 
diffusion and brokerage. Diffusion involves the transfer of information along established 
lines of interaction, while brokerage entails the linking of two or more unconnected 
social sites (McAdam et al, 2001, 332-333). While diffusion and brokerage are distinct 
mechanisms, both work through an additional pair - attribution of similarity, mutual 
identification of actors in different sites as being similar enough to justify common 
action, and emulation, collective action modelled on the actions of others. Finally, it is 
worth noting that diffusion and brokerage will lead to attribution of similarity and 
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emulation only if there is at least a minimal identification between innovator and 
adopter (McAdam et al, 2001, 333-336).  
 Indignados found themselves at both ends of emulation. Firstly, the influence of 
the Tahrir Square is more than evident from the early Indignados' slogan 'Tahrir de 
Madrid=Puerta del Sol de Madrid' (Dhaliwal 2012, 255). Taking the squares in Madrid, 
Barcelona, Valencia and all over Spain was very much evoking the spirit of the Arab 
Spring, where public space had been taken as the focus of resistance (Dhaliwal 2012, 
256). In that way the Indignados movement was on the receiving end of emulation 
mechanism as the innovative collective action diffused from the Arab world.  
 If one takes a closer look inside the movement itself, there was an unmistakable 
scale shift within the Spanish borders as well. Initially born in big cities, both by 
diffusion and brokerage Indignados quickly spread out of bigger urban spheres into 
smaller towns and rural areas (Pena-Lopez et al, 2013, 17). Carlos Taibo (2013, 158) 
from Universidad Autonoma de Madrid argues that, despite being an urban movement, 
Indignados signalled the importance of putting a break on the indiscriminate growth of 
cities and recover many of the elements of rural life that are gradually being lost.  
 15M’s active participant Juan Iribas explains in an already mentioned interview 
given to us exactly how the spirit of indignation moved to smaller urban areas: "I was 
about to move to Collado Mediano, 48 kilometres away from Madrid, so it made sense to 
me to start attending the assemblies in Collado instead of in Madrid. The first meetings 
were held in the town square before the town hall and around fifty people from different 
backgrounds gathered there. We installed a microphone thanks to the collaboration of a 
nearby bar that provided us with electricity and organized a space for the children to 
play while we talked. We felt optimistic and happy about meeting up around a common 
need”. He continues: “By the end of that summer, we were only twenty people and, when 
the cold arrived, we were never more than ten and used to meet in a coffee shop or at 
someone's home. I think that the main mistake was that each assembly was working on 
finding solutions to major global issues and so multiplying efforts and getting very little 
results. Besides that, it was very difficult to coordinate the different assemblies. 
However, I believe that from what happened there we have been able to see that if we 
act in a coordinated way, we may have a lot of power”. 
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 Both by face-to-face contacts among participants (brokerage) and by its 
innovative repertoire (diffusion), the movement bridged contention from local to 
national and the global level. The already mentioned Global Day of Action (15 October 
2011), although outside of the cycle itself, was launched by Indignados and produced 
demonstrations worldwide in 951 cities across 82 countries, bringing millions of people 
to articulate indignation (della Porta 2012, 274-275). Indignados' strong and clear 
message, accompanied by innovative action frames, was a strong pull of identification, 
producing coordinated collective action first all over Spain in May and June 2011 and 
then within a transnational setting. In this process of upward scale shift and global 
diffusion of protest, over 25 per cent of all tweets referring to the movement were made 
on mobiles phones - the Spanish template was exported and reworked globally with 
online technologies providing live coverage and the 'historical event' feeling and quality 
of the demonstrations (Monterde and Postill 2013, 12). 
 What is also new about Indignados – compared to previous social movements - is 
the fact that the movement simultaneously protested local and global issues. One may 
argue that is precisely the reason why it was able to shift scales easily, rapidly spreading 
the message horizontally across Spain and vertically to the transnational level, 
converging with similar social movements in the United States, Egypt, Greece or 
Portugal. Through diffusion enhanced by online communication technology and offline, 
on-the-street repertoire of contention, the Indignados movement started serving as a 
model of collective contentious action across continents, eventually joining forces with 
brokers - other transgressive actors from completely different contentious cycles. By the 
multifaceted process of scale shift, it found itself part of a newly developed global 
protest cycle, not losing the ability to move back to the local or the national level and 
address purely local issues. Thus, we can say that the Indignados movement quickly 
grew out of its own local contentious cycle, combining dynamics of different cycles of 
contention that preceded and succeeded it.  
Finally, and in line with what we have just stated, the movement also became a 
direct source of inspiration for emerging contention elsewhere. Both through diffusion 
via social and traditional media and through direct links and personal contacts of 
brokerage, it greatly influenced the Occupy Wall Street movement in the United States 
(Castaneda 2012, 318). American sociologist Ernesto Castaneda was performing a 
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participant-observation study in Barcelona just at the time when the Indignados 
movement exploded. He notes that many American tourists would pass by the 
acampadas and spread the word about the innovative way of protest through online 
forums (Castaneda 2012, 318). As Amalia Cardenas, Spanish sociologist studying both 
movements, has put it in personal communication with Castaneda, 'the Occupy Wall 
Street is the same movement as the Indignados' (Castaneda 2012, 318). Following the 
dynamics of contention it becomes rather clear that the Indignados movement was both 
inspired by and influencing other social activists across the globe. 
 
3. 3. 4. Conclusion 
 
In sum, we used this section first to situate the Indignados movement within a broader 
wave of contention that spread in 2011-2012 from the Mediterranean to the shores of 
the United States and further on globally, and then to pinpoint local developments in 
Spain that led to the outbreak of protest cycle in May 2011, thus placing the movement 
in a more bounded context.  
 Furthermore, we argued that all three robust processes can be observed within 
the contentious cycle in question. Following the uniform mechanisms of contention, all 
three processes were analysed. One is likely to conclude that contentious processes of 
actor constitution, polarization and scale shift, although recurrent across different 
contentious sites and cycles, lead to various, context-dependent outcomes. By studying 
dynamic transformations of contentious politics, one may gain a better, full 
understanding of the complex interplay and aggregation of numerous mechanisms that 
shape processes and protest cycles. Finally, by pursuing such a dynamic account of 
contention, comprehension of the ways in which the Indignados emerged as a collective 
actor, polarized the Spanish socio-spatial relations and went from protesting locally to 
becoming an integral part of a global protest movement is rendered possible.  
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3. 4. Conclusion 
 
Analysing contentious dynamics within our two cases, we identified the three robust 
processes defined by McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly as present in both cycles. Both the 
Zapatista 1994 Uprising and the Indignados 2011 Demonstrations display actor 
constitution, polarization and scale shift as contentious processes, thus displaying 
greatly similar wider contentious dynamics as well. However, we continue with our 
work by questioning the meaning of such a conclusion. We believe the fact that our two 
cases developed along similar lines of contentious dynamics does not mean they are the 
same - same mechanisms and processes do not lead to same aggregate outcomes. They 
depend on the particular social setting. 
 Therefore, the next section opens chapter four of this project where we discuss 
and compare our two cases and seek to determine the exact extent to which they exhibit 
similar dynamics and what social factors led to different context-dependent outcomes of 
contention in Mexico in mid-1990s and in Spain in early 2010s.  
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4. Discussion 
 
4. 1. Introduction 
 
In this paper we have studied the contentious cycles of the Zapatistas and the 
Indignados movements through the framework of McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly by 
singling out the recurrent mechanisms and processes. However, as it was stated in 
the chapter on methodology, we also learn from these authors that they recognize as 
a valid explanation identification of causal chains consisting of mechanisms that 
reappear in a variety of settings, but in different sequences and combinations, hence 
with different outcomes. In other words, the mechanisms may be the same, but can 
combine differently and outcomes are also dependent on the setting in which they 
occur. Therefore, this discussion chapter will look to address the context and setting 
in which the two cycles are embedded. Hence, it is divided into three sections 
addressing the three robust processes encountered in the analytical chapter and it 
discusses what role setting and context have played in affecting the different 
mechanisms identified within the two cases. 
 Moreover, in additional two sections we try to locate our project within the 
broader global studies perspective and offer an elaboration on the importance of the 
two studied movements today.  
 
4. 2. Actor Constitution 
 
First we shall look at the process of actor constitution comparatively between the two 
contentious cycles. In both cases we have identified the relational and cognitive 
mechanisms of social appropriation, innovative action, (de)certification and category 
formation. In this section we will focus on the environmental mechanisms that 
affected the mechanisms of social appropriation and innovative action. Comparing 
the mechanism of social appropriation in the two cases, both movements revolve 
around a similar aspect in feeling excluded from the dominant economic system and 
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its neoliberal policies. This comes from a similar experience in terms of the 
environmental mechanism of socio-economic conditions revolving the contentious 
cycles.  
Regarding the socio-economic conditions of the population, in the Mexican 
case, the focus is put on the indigenous populations as their living standards had 
substantially deteriorated in the years prior to the Zapatistas uprising. According to 
National Council of Social Development Policy Evaluation (CONEVAL)(2010, 10), in 
1994 up to 52.4 per cent of the Mexican population lived in poverty, 85 per cent of 
them being rural workers. Between 1989 and 1994, wage inequality increased 
significantly, especially among indigenous communities, major Mexican producers of 
coffee and cocoa, whose prices dropped up to 70 per cent during this period (Lustig 
and Székely 1997, 13). In this context of economic insecurity for the rural 
communities, the Mexican government's decision to nullify Article 27 of the federal 
constitution in 1992 with the purpose of smoothing the way for negotiations on the 
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with the United States and Canada 
hit them hard. Article 27, a product of the 1917 Mexican Revolution, declared 
certain ejido, or community-held lands in Chiapas to be free from the threat of future 
sale or exploitation, stating that the land would remain the property of the indigenous 
locals who lived on it.  
In the Spanish case, social discontent and growing disrepute of politicians and 
public institutions were clearly shaped by the worldwide financial crisis that had 
dramatic social and economic consequences in the country: more than one in five 
Spaniards and almost half of the country’s young population out of work, the highest 
unemployment rate in Europe according to the National Institute of Statistics (INE, 
May 2011) and far from the EU average (9.3 per cent), as stated by Eurostat (July 
2011). Besides this, emigration due to the economic predicament boosted, mini-jobs 
proliferated and labour conditions worsened considerably (Espinar 2012, 2). The 
subsequent means established by the Spanish government to tackle it did not help: 
the social programs cut downs and the multimillion state aids for the banks, while 
hundreds of thousands of people were being evicted from their homes and over 11 
million people were at risk of falling into poverty, set the scene for a spring of 
discontent in Spain (Postill 2013, 5). Although discontent was broad among the 
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Spanish society, it was the youngest generations that set the frame for social revolt 
when realizing that the reasonable welfare and prosperity expectations for all of them 
–most belonging to the middle classes in the country - have been unmatched with real 
opportunities. It was widely claimed that the promises of the European Welfare State 
model, based on a tacit social agreement consisting of the idea that ‘as long as young 
people do their homework’ (basically attaining a university degree and learning one 
or several foreign languages), opportunities to have a prosperous future will open up, 
have been broken up by the economic facts on a daily basis (Anduiza et al 2012, 1). 
 Accordingly, the mechanism of social appropriation in the two cases 
unravelled within these socio-economic conditions. Even though there was a 
difference in the social fabric, one being urban and mostly students from the middle 
class, while the other mainly rural and indigenous, the two movements shared claims 
against their governments for its neoliberal policies and reforms.  
 However, the two cases differ greatly when looking at the mechanism that 
followed - innovative action. While the Indignados took up peaceful protest by 
occupying the city squares with acampadas in the days up to the election (thereby 
challenging the behavioural expectations), the Zapatistas initiated a rebellion based in 
coordinated armed communities (only later moving into a strategy of putting 
pressure on the government by use of the communiqués and the Internet). This 
difference may also be explained by the environmental mechanism operating 
alongside the relational ones. In what follows we will discuss how this difference 
might be explained by the institutional political setting in the two cases. 
Considering the Zapatista case first, the period leading up to and succeeding 
the Zapatista uprising in 1994 was a period of democratization in Mexico. The 
country went from being classified as a moderate non-democracy in the period of 
1978-1987, to an illiberal semi-democracy from 1988-1999, to an illiberal democracy 
in the period of 2000-2001 and finally blossoming into a liberal democracy between 
2002 and 2004 (Smith and Ziegler 2008, 52). The background to Mexico being 
classified as a non-democracy and semi-democracy is the authoritarian rule of the PRI 
party from the Mexican revolution till the year 2000, when Vicente Fox won the 
presidency as the first non-PRI candidate. During their rule elections were held, 
however they could not be seen as free and fair. It was common for the outgoing 
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president to elect his successor through a practice known as the dedazo (Skidmore 
and Smith 2005, 273). Furthermore, it was made sure that the chosen successor 
would win the presidency, as happened in the election of 1988. In this election the 
chosen successor Carlos Salinas won as a result of the “…interior ministry’s computer 
tallying the count shut down for several hours. Before the plug was pulled on the 
computer system, Cárdenas had been ahead.” (Reid 2007, 202). 
Salinas being the president at the time of the Zapatista uprising, the non-
democratic nature of the state and the PRI rule were a great part of what the 
Zapatistas rebelled against. But another indicator might be more relevant to the 
Zapatista case, than the lack of free and fair elections. The adjectives joined to the 
categories of non-democracy, semi-democracy and democracy refer to the extent of 
citizen rights, such as the freedom to form and join organizations, freedom of 
expression, access to alternative sources of information (Smith and Ziegler 2008, 32). 
In the period 1988-1999, Mexico was classified as an illiberal semi-democracy 
referring to the limited extension of citizen rights. One example of this was the lack of 
freedom of press, where during his term Salinas could count on a pliant media, 
dependent on government funding (Reid 2007, 203). Another example is found in the 
lack of rule of law. In the Latin American context, Mexico does not stand out in this 
regard in the region where “(t)here is a deeply ingrained culture among the powerful 
that obeying the law is duty only for the poor and the stupid” (Munck 2008, 75). 
Furthermore, torture is deemed to be pervasive in Mexico (Munck 2008, 78). 
Spain, however, emerged as a formal parliamentary democracy after a 
transitional period following Franco’s death in 1975, joining the NATO in 1982 and 
the European Economic Community in 1986. Furthermore, the situation of civil 
liberties in Spain at the time of the rise of the Indignados movement, makes for a 
sharp contrast to the Mexican situation around the time of the Zapatista uprising. 
According to Freedom House, the independent watchdog organization, Spain’s 
citizens enjoy extensive freedom and the country scored a 1.0 (with 1 being the best 
and 7 being the worst) in their Freedom Rating index of 2012 that looks back at the 
year of 2011. The basis for this is a score of 1 (again, 1 is the best and 7 the worst) in 
both civil liberties and political rights. Consequently, besides having problems with 
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corruption and police abuse of immigrant prisoners, the country must be said to live 
up to a status of full liberal democracy in the period of the Indignados protests.     
 It was on these differing backgrounds and settings that the two contentious 
cycles unfolded and this might very well explain why the Indignados could resort to 
protest, while the Zapatistas took the road of armed struggle. Even though we have 
outlined in this paper how the Spanish police cracked down hard on the protesters, 
the PRI’s history of handling protesters is of a more disturbing nature. The example 
that stands out the most was in the year of 1968, when the world was swept by 
student protests from Paris to Berkeley and Berlin that also reached Mexico. The 
same year as the Olympics was to be held in Mexico City a few thousand students 
went on a protest march towards the Tlatelolco square. The military was sent in to 
take the square that day, and according to the British newspaper the Guardian, 325 
people were killed (Reid 2007, 199). Later “…there was a second student massacre in 
1971, and the government launched a secretive ‘dirty war’ against peasant guerrillas 
in the Sierra Madre del Sur” (Reid 2007, 200). Deeply influenced by the Tlatelolco 
massacre, one year after student militants founded an urban guerrilla organization, 
the Front of National Liberation (FLN), from which some members initiated the 
foundation of the EZLN on 1983. 
 To conclude on this section, we find that similar environmental mechanisms of 
social exclusion and neoliberal policies surrounded a type of social appropriation in 
the two cases. Even though the Indignados were mainly urban middle class students 
and the Zapatistas mainly rural and indígenas, both centred their claims on a similar 
critique of neoliberal policies. However, when looking at the differences in the 
manner that the mechanism of innovative action unfolded in the two cases, there is a 
great contrast between armed revolutionary tactics and peaceful protest. It seems 
clear to us, however, that this differing outcome is partially due to the difference in 
the political institutional nature of Mexico in the mid-1990s and Spain in the early 
2010s.  
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4. 3. Polarization 
 
After the turning point of the actor constitution process, that striking public 
contentious collective action, the polarization process starts to unfold simultaneously.  
As we will see, contextual and environmental elements also matter in the constituent 
mechanisms of this process as it produces outcomes.  
 First, the opportunity and threat spiral commenced in both cases from a local 
action, above analysed as collective innovative action: the 1 January uprising and the 
acampada at Puerta del Sol on 15 May 2011. Its perception as a threat by the objects 
of claims and the engaged reaction certainly depended on the respective nature of the 
claim makers’ action, as well as in both political and economic contexts. The prompt 
and vehement military repression against the Zapatista rebellion stands over the 
armed character of the movement, but also characterises the traditional authoritarian 
tendency of PRI’s governments. In addition, such event also represented a threat 
considering the newly started NAFTA: political instability and insecurity feelings 
could strongly affect both internal and foreign investments in Mexico. However, since 
the EZLN quickly changed its strategy and managed to diffuse communiqués and 
certain media coverage of the asymmetric combats, the NAFTA implied a contrary 
constrain. The imperative of a positive image, especially regarding human rights in 
the eyes of the “international community”, put pressure on Mexico’s trade partners 
that should avoid dealing with authoritarian regimes. Thereby, pressure on the 
Mexican government was higher to resolve the situation by peaceful or subtle means. 
These two contrary contextual problematics were reflected in the ambiguous 
governmental behaviour during the following months, or even years: On the one 
hand, the Salinas government expressed an openness to dialogue and negotiations for 
a peaceful solution; on the other, the military presence in the zone continued to 
increase and a low-intensity warfare tactics started to be applied (Inclan 2009, 801). 
 Concerning the occupation of Madrid’s main square first by the Democracia 
Real Ya activists, the instantaneousness and intensity of the opportunity and threat 
spiral which emanated from there was far lower than in the Zapatista cycle’s 
polarization process. The pacific occupation of a central public place by dozens of 
people was certainly unusual and surprising to the government and Spanish citizens 
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in general, however, it had not represented a threat to the object of claims until two 
days after protests mushroomed in other big cities, towns and villages. More 
precisely, the threat gained intensity as the 22 May regional and municipal elections 
got closer, the acampadas multiplied and persisted for several weeks, and their media 
coverage spread. Hence for example the violent police attempt to empty Plaça 
Catalunya on 27 May.  These same repressive reactions constituted indeed a threat to 
the protesters but also, because of the pacific nature of their contentious activity, an 
opportunity to encourage mobilization of undecided actors as we will see with the 
following mechanisms.  
 As the opportunity and threat spiral unfolded, the simultaneous competition 
and brokerage mechanisms, reciprocally interacting, emerged. Here we also point to a 
contrast in mechanisms’ speed and intensity of operation between the two cycles. 
Environmental mechanisms, especially technological development and its 
popularization, contributed to the enormously quicker and wider competition 
mechanisms carried out by the Indignados compared to that of the Zapatistas. 
Communicational resources, both material and symbolic, were the base and key of 
this mechanism. To be effective, the diffused symbols needed performant material 
supports and vice versa. In 1994, the mass telecommunication means in Mexico still 
were principally television, radio and printed journals. Internet, used exclusively by 
the academic institutions since its arrival in 1989, opened for commercial access in 
the same year as the uprising (Gutierrez 2006); so, along with telephone and fax, the 
Internet played a secondary role in the major diffusion generated by the principal 
means of communication.  
In addition, according to the CONEVAL study (2010, 10), the Zapatista 
communities belong to the extremely poor rural working portion of the population in 
Mexico. Being situated in a remote area, they faced many difficulties accessing means 
of communication. By the surprising mode of its uprising, the EZLN managed to 
diffuse their first communiqué immediately, but in the following days of combat and 
pseudo-ceasefire it could take several days for a communiqué to get out from Selva 
Lacandola and reach the hands of an NGO or a journalist who had access to the 
material communicational resources. When this was accomplished, the symbolic 
resources of their communication made of the striking style and general claims, made 
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a huge impact, reflected in the quick and wide positive reception in a great part of the 
Mexican and global civil society. Thus, the local NGO activists played a role of brokers 
by facilitating linkages between the Zapatistas and other actors joining the cycle of 
contention on its side. 
 Flagrant is the difference of performance and popularization of 
communicational means in Spain 17 years after the Zapatista uprising. On the one 
hand, the widespread Internet contained several platforms for local, national and 
global communication such as Twitter, Facebook and Youtube. When compared to 
1994, it was not necessary to own a computer to access them, but the so popular 
smartphones permitted a much more mobile and decentralize usage. On the other 
hand, the remains of the “Spanish economic miracle” (from 1990 to 2008 the GPD per 
capita doubled) still permitted, especially to that indignated, declining middle class, 
either the possession or the mere access to a smartphone or a computer, to both 
express themselves and get informed.  On that contextual set the competition engaged 
by the Indignados in virtual public spaces started the same day as the first acampada 
and took huge dimensions in the following days as more and more people either 
joined the movement or just felt concerned enough to communicate about it.  Thus, 
the media, notably social media, generated brokerage between individuals and 
groups either in the same urban location or situated in different places.  
Finally, concerning the category formation mechanism which ensues from 
competition and brokerage, the two cases show dissimilar set ups. Such variation is 
derived from differently played out competition mechanisms. The quick, easy, 
constant and intense flow of information between the Indignados in multiple 
different sites led to the emergence of clear links of membership and common 
struggle, thus to category formation. In the same logic of dynamics, the linkages which 
emerged between the Zapatistas’ set of sites in Chiapas and other actors elsewhere 
during the cycle of contention, certainly permitted distant actions with common 
interest, as it is shown in the scale shift process discussion. However, because of the 
technological development and distribution of communicational tools, the Zapatistas 
economic condition and geographic location, as well as the ever present military 
threats, the brokerage was still too vague and under developed to lead up to a new 
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common Zapatista identity encompassing all the multiple actors. This process of 
category formation continued during the months after the cycle had ended.   
To sum up, we can point out that the four observed mechanisms combined 
similarly in the same structural way (order, dependence and causality). However, 
relevant differences were observed in terms of dynamic velocity, intensity and 
constancy for the opportunity and threat spirals and competition mechanisms 
between the two cases. These differences led to more consistency of brokerage and 
category formation in the Indignados demonstrations than in the Zapatista uprising.  
 
4. 4. Scale Shift 
 
In the next pages, we will analyse how scale shift developed in both cycles. We will show 
how in the Zapatistas case the mobilization and identification of new actors rapidly 
appeared in New York, San Francisco and other big cities around the world. In the 
Indignados cycle, scale shift manifested itself in hundreds of cities and towns all over the 
country, but also in some of the main European cities where there were Spanish 
‘indignados’ dwellers.  
As we have analysed both movements, it has become clear that localized action in 
the Zapatista case started out within all the groups that had come together in the 
Chiapas region around the Zapatista cause in the decade leading up to 1994, whereas in 
the Indignados we situate the action in Plaza del Sol in Madrid.  
In our opinion, the mechanisms of brokerage and diffusion in the Zapatistas cycle 
of contention took place quite at the same time. Thanks to the help from the local and 
international NGOs, the activists and the media coverage, the protest rapidly spread 
outside the Chiapas region. The usage of Zapatista’s communiqués contributed to inform 
the rest of the world about the Mexican government’s repressive military actions. By 
doing this, the Zapatista cause reached other places through the diffusion of news. 
Although the EZLN’s failed to march into Mexico City, several demonstrations were still 
symbolically carried out in the Zócalo Square by groups sympathetic to the Zapatista 
cause (Tuathail and Dalby 1998, 250). Besides this, the spread of information over the 
Internet led to the organization of demonstrations in San Francisco, New York and other 
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big cities around the world in January and February of 1994 (Holloway and Peláez 1998, 
86-87). 
In turn, the mechanism of brokerage occurred through linking previously 
unconnected social sites under the struggle for democracy. As we have previously seen, 
the struggle of indigenous population in Chiapas was linked to a broader struggle for 
democracy and against the authoritarian government of the PRI in Mexico thanks to the 
support they received from NGOs, the political left and different civil organizations that 
held regular meetings leading into the great demonstrations on 12 January in Mexico 
City (Holloway and Peláez 1998, 117). So, we can state that through the attribution of 
similarity and mutual identification of actors, the capital city emulated the Zapatista 
struggle for democracy and freedom, which settled the bases for further coordinated 
action among the civil society and the Chiapas rebels.   
In this regard, it is important to mention as part of the environmental 
mechanisms involved in the cycle, that Mexico was not the only country within the 
region where civil society was waking up from a long period of stagnation. In the late 
1980s and early 1990s, the whole Latin America saw how a growing number of 
movements started to emerge as opposition to the injustices of the neoliberal paradigm, 
departing from the revolutionary tactics on seizing state power. However, by the time 
the Zapatistas revolted against the Mexican government, in 1994, most of the rural 
population of this conglomerated mass in the region that had awakened five years 
earlier had been “left behind” by the neoliberal model. (Stahler-Sholk 2007, 48) 
In the case of the Spanish Indignados’, it is relevant also to consider the 
international context, as also France, Greece and Italy experienced expressions of social 
unrest in response to pension reform and the adjustment of public expenditure in the 
months preceding the 15M protest. The particular repertoires of the recent events in 
Iceland and in Tunisia or Egypt were an inspiration for the Indignados, who saw them as 
an example of how their expectations for potential changes could be fulfilled. Besides 
this, some scholars argue that massive protests, as the ones carried out by the 
Indignados came as no surprise in such a context, especially if we take into account that 
Spain ranks in the first places in European statistics for protest participation - over 18 
per cent of the Spanish population participated in a demonstration in the past 12 
months according to 2010 European Social Survey data (Anduiza et al, 2012, 752). 
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Moreover, we should not forget that the Indignados found themselves linked to other 
similar global movements, as they are considered by some scholars a direct precedent to 
the Occupy Wall Street movement in the USA and showed that not only the citizens in 
North Africa had reasons to engage in collective action. Western societies also found 
themselves in the right to take to the streets and show their dissatisfaction with the 
current political, social and financial system (Castaneda 2012, 309). 
According to this, we can see how the Indignados found themselves at both ends 
of emulation: firstly, by the influence of events taking place in other countries and, 
secondly, because they became a source of inspiration for emerging contention in 
posterior global happenings. As we mentioned in the analysis, the fact that Indignados 
simultaneously protested local and global issues enhanced an easy, rapid shift of scales. 
The brokerage took place in the square in Madrid by face-to-face contacts and the 
diffusion came slightly later through its innovative repertoire, by spreading the message 
horizontally across Spain and vertically to the transnational level, mainly through the 
social media but also through traditional media coverage. Thereby in the following days 
after the 15M demonstration, through the attribution of similarities, the movement 
spread within the Spanish borders out of urban sphere into smaller towns and rural 
areas which emulated what was happening in Madrid. However, the movement soon 
physically trespass the national borders and reached the Spanish citizens living abroad, 
especially in the main European cities such as London, Paris, Rome or Brussels, where 
groups of young Spaniards gathered in the squares or in front of the Spanish embassies 
(Castaneda, 2012, 3).  
To conclude, we can argue that, on one hand, scale shift process in both 
episodes is characterized by the fact that it only unfolds in its budding stage both 
national and transnational. Time after (either months or years), the scale and the 
extent of contentious activity increased significantly within new contentious cycles. 
However, on the other hand, we cannot forget that environmental mechanisms made 
possible that, through diffusion and brokerage, the Indignados movement eventually 
became a model of collective contentious action across continents. In this regard, and 
taking into account the period when the Zapatistas uprising took place, it is relevant 
to point out the fact that the scale shift also took part in virtual or cyberspace such as 
discussion forums and blogs where Zapatistas supporters, sympathizers of the 
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government and uncommitted actors passionately discussed the meaning of the 
contentious cycle. 
 
4. 5. The Zapatistas and the Indignados in a Global Studies Perspective 
 
To put this paper into perspective and situate it within the field of global studies, we 
will now relate the cases presented to themes relevant to this strand of studies. First 
of all, it shall be noted that within global studies the term globalization itself is openly 
contested. It is not completely clear how to define and date the phenomenon. Such 
endeavour is highly dependent on the types of flows and processes that one takes into 
account as building blocks of globalization. Offered timelines vary from biologists 
considering globalization to be as old as the planet earth itself, over political 
economist setting the starting date of globalization at the birth of modern capitalism 
in the 1500s, to political scientists and academics within developmental studies who 
place the start of globalization in the 1970s (Pieterse 2012, 3, Table 1). 
 Furthermore within the different strands of theory encompassed by global 
studies, even those who agree on the timeline differ in their focus in themes and the 
general analysis of globalization as a positive or a negative process influencing the 
nation states and localities around the globe. These differing understandings of the 
effects of global flows and processes apply well to our two cases in order to situate 
them within the globalization debates. Both the Zapatistas and the Indignados raised 
a critique of the capitalist or neoliberal financial system.  In the case of the Zapatistas, 
their understanding of the problem links colonialization and the exploitation that 
comes with that system of rule with what they see as its extension, neoliberalism. 
This resonates of the way theorist within World Systems Theory understand the 
capitalist system of being made up of a core, a semi-periphery and a periphery with 
the former exploiting the latter (Pieterse 2012, 6-7). Furthermore, both the 
Indignados and the Zapatistas stood up to neoliberal policies and what they define as 
neoliberal globalization. With the government of Mexico (though signing of NAFTA) 
and the government of Spain (through cut downs in governmental expenditure) 
adhering to the benefits of carrying out neoliberal policies, the Zapatistas and the 
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Indignados have been highlighting the negative consequences of the capitalist 
neoliberal system, especially its poverty and inequality generating aspects. 
 Furthermore, the two cases also relate to the concept of hegemony. Introduced 
by Antonio Gramsci, and building on Marxist theory, the concept refers to the process 
through which the dominant class achieves consent of the people thereby maintaining 
its dominant position (O’Byrne and Hensby 2011, 129). Within this framework, both 
the Zapatistas and the Indignados could be understood as counter-hegemonic 
movements, because they challenge the ideology of the dominant elite. Thereby, they 
are contesting the framework of thought and guidelines for policies of, what Robert 
Cox called the transnational managerial class, situated mainly in the World Bank, the 
IMF and the OECD (Cox 1981, 147). 
 In both cases we could see the translation of the respective struggles to a new 
dimension (scale shift and innovative action): the local Chiapas struggle to what have 
been called the Zapatista netwar in the previous chapter gave the Zapatisas' cause a 
new dimension. This degree shift of their struggle can be analysed like an irruption 
and it stands in what Appadurai conceptualize as “mediaspaces” and “ideoscapes”: 
the former notion consists of the “the distribution of the electronic capabilities to 
produce and disseminate information (newspapers, magazines, television stations, 
and film-production studios), […] and to the images of the world created by these 
media” (Appadurai 1996, 35); and it combines with the latter defined as “also 
concatenations of images, but they are often directly political and frequently have to 
do with the ideologies of states and the counter-ideologies of movements explicitly 
oriented to capturing state power or a piece of it.” (Appadurai 1996, 36). Neither the 
Zapatistas nor the Indignados intended to substitute the state by embodying its 
institutions, but rather aimed to put in place an alternative system of governance in 
autonomous zones and push civil society to decide on the national level, and display 
solidarity with struggles abroad. They clearly marked these two intertwined 
landscapes as terrains of resistance.  
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4. 6. The Zapatistas and the Indignados today  
 
In this project we have focused on the Zapatistas' cycle of contention in the first two 
months of 1994. Now we want to put this contentious event into perspective through 
looking at what has become of the Zapatista movement today. The Zapatistas rose up 
against the authoritarian rule of the PRI and thereby situated themselves within the 
democratic transition period of the 1990s and alongside the rest of Mexico’s civil 
society under construction. This resonance between the Zapatistas and the general 
fight for democracy spurred national and international support for the Zapatistas' 
cause. As have been detailed earlier in this project, a big demonstration took place in 
Mexico City in early 1994 in favour of the Zapatistas' right to exist and be heard 
(Holloway and Peláez 1998, 117).   
 As Mexico moved into democracy, the movement was no longer confronted 
with their earlier enemy represented by the authoritarian regime of the PRI. Thus, the 
civil society in Mexico had secured its victory. The Zapatistas, as the rest of the social 
groups in the country, were now free to protest and fight for their rights without 
fearing open repression. The Zapatista movement, however, has not been directly 
communicating with the Mexican government ever since their disillusion with the 
2001 constitutional reform on Indigenous Rights and Culture (El País 2014). The 
EZLN leadership did not adapt well to the new political climate as Mexico moved into 
democracy after the turn of the century, when Vicente Fox secured the Presidency 
from the PRI party. “The Zapatista movement lost relevance as it lost over time its 
initial sharpness that connected it directly with the rest of the country’’ (Lewis 2004, 
108). From 2000 onwards, Subcomandante Marcos stopped participating in the 
national discourse through his communiqués and the triumph of civil society after 
voting the PRI out of office went unnoticed in the rebel discourse, resulting in a loss of 
relevance for the Zapatista movement within post-autocratic Mexico (García de León 
2005, 521). There was only one attempt in the post-2000 period to reconnect the 
Zapatistas' struggle to national struggle. This came with the ‘Sixth declaration of the 
Selva Lacandona’ and the launch of ‘La Otra Campaña’ in 2006 that tried to form 
alliances with other non-party, anti-capitalist and anti-neoliberal leftist groups and 
formulate a program of all-encompassing, national struggle (El País 2014). 
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 Three years and a half after the Indignados took the squares, the 15M 
movement continues being active through small assemblies held in small squares of 
many neighbourhoods in many Spanish cities. In our opinion, the ultimate triumph of 
15M has been turning civil society into a major political actor to drive change beyond 
parties and unions. 
For a great part of the Spanish society, 15M brought a political awakening, 
hence the fact that the Spanish media still talk about “the 15M spirit”. It was also a 
fertile ground for a great number of civil organizations that, during these last years, 
have been calling protests all over the social media. However, no other post-15M 
initiative has been able to articulate the Indignados claims in such an operational and 
structured way as the upstart political party Podemos (We Can). In the European 
Parliament elections held on 25 May 2014, barely 100 days old, and led by Pablo 
Iglesias, a 35-year-old political science professor, Podemos emerged as the third 
largest political force in many Spanish regions, including Madrid. Spain’s traditional 
two dominant political parties, PP and the Socialists, received together less than 50 
per cent of the vote, very far from the 81 per cent of support they had gotten in 2009 
(El País, 2014). 
Iñigo Errejón, the new party's 30-year-old campaign director, told British 
newspaper the Guardian that, while the 15M movement was incredibly expansive and 
impossible to fully capture in a political party, "many of us were there, in the plazas 
and in the protests - we listened to what people were saying and we took notes. 
Without the changes that the movement brought about in the Spanish political scene, 
Podemos wouldn't be possible" (Kassam, 2014).  
An editorial by ‘El País’ (Gutiérrez Calvo et al, 2014), the most widely 
circulated Spanish newspaper, two days after the European Parliament elections, said 
that “with local and regional elections scheduled for 22 May 2011, very few media 
outlets saw the 15-M movement coming. And Spain’s political parties certainly did 
not. Three years later, Podemos, a party that rose out of the ashes of that movement, 
became the fourth-most-voted political force in Spain at the European elections on 
Sunday. Nobody saw that coming, either”.  
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According to the latest opinion poll from Sigma Dos, public opinion research 
centre, for the national newspaper ‘El Mundo’, Podemos has already grown to be the 
first political force in the country with 28.3 per cent of the votes, four times more 
than in the European Parliament elections and ahead of Partido Popular (PP, 26.3 per 
cent) and the Socialists (PSOE, 20 per cent) (Cruz, 2014).  
 
4. 7. Conclusion  
 
As a summary for this chapter, after further discussion we have concluded that similar 
environmental mechanisms of neoliberal policies, impoverishment of the population 
and distrust in the democratic system in both contentious sites led to similar criticisms 
and claims that resulted in the uprising/protest of parts of the civil society and rapidly 
spread to other settings.  
 However, there is a great contrast between a revolutionary armed uprising in the 
particular institutional and political context of Mexico in the 1990s and a peaceful 
‘acampada’ in a Western parliamentary democracy such as Spain in the early 2010s that 
influences the way similar mechanisms unfold. Furthermore, we cannot forget the 
influence of environmental mechanisms, especially development of communication 
technology, that varies substantially from one cycle to another, and that affects the 
repertoires of innovative collective action frames and the outcomes of robust processes 
in both cases.   
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5. Conclusion 
 
In this project we have studied and analysed the Zapatista movement in Mexico and the 
Indignados movement in Spain by looking for the mechanisms that occurred in their 
respective cycles of contention, where they combined into three robust processes: actor 
constitution, polarization and scale shift. Our study serves as evidence to support the 
dynamic model of McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly, using which one can identify similar 
mechanisms and processes across different types of contentious episodes and sites. 
Consequently, we have found that in both cases all three robust processes 
could be observed. In the case of the Indignados, the actor constitution process was 
connected to the key event of the decision of some forty protesters to camp out at Plaza 
del Sol before the municipal and regional elections, thereby breaking the behavioural 
expectations of other parties. This was the key innovative collective action frame that 
brought about more acampadas around the country and this became the movement’s 
key characteristic. There was decertification of the movement in the media and 
certification especially in the social media, and in this interaction, the squares became 
what defined the social space of the movement. In terms of polarization process, there 
was a mechanism of opportunity and threat operating around the success of occupations 
of the public squares and the police attempting to crack down at demonstrations by 
different means. This led the way to brokerage with other movements through the social 
media and the Indignados identity was further strengthened around their adopted 
collective action framework. The process of scale shift showed itself as the Indignados 
movement spread to other Spanish cities and even inspired the Occupy Wall Street 
movement that would later present itself on the international political scene. 
Likewise, in the case of the Zapatistas we were able to identify all of the 
three robust processes to confirm the validity of the chosen theoretical model. The 
process of actor constitution unfolded as the Indigenous and campesino groups that had 
come together with the EZLN army in the decade that led up to 1994, declared war on 
the Mexican government and thereby broke behavioural expectations. As it became clear 
that a victory was not possible against the threatening superiority of the Mexican army, 
the Zapatistas resorted to putting pressure on the government through the use of the 
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Internet as an alternative source to the media controlled by the PRI ruled government. 
Decertification was carried out mainly in these government controlled media and 
certification through the Internet forums as the whole innovative collective action 
repertoire of the Zapatistas was spread through the Internet, e-mail and fax. The process 
of polarization unravelled as the threat of their military inferiority made the Zapatistas 
team up with local and international NGOs, something we have analysed as the existence 
of the mechanism of brokerage. Finally, scale shift occurred as protests against the 
government’s repressive measures spread to the Mexican capital and other big cities in 
the world. 
Nonetheless, even though the same mechanisms and robust processes were 
identified in the two cases, they unfolded in different manners due to different social 
environments. They both aspired to change the very deep meaning of democracy, but 
while the Zapatistas emerged as a revolutionary armed group from a rural context 
within the illiberal semi-democratic Mexican political system, the Indignados rose as a 
peaceful movement in an urban setting within a Western liberal democracy. Therefore, 
what we saw was different combinations of similar mechanisms and different outcomes. 
This led us into a consideration of a different set of mechanisms identified by McAdam, 
Tarrow and Tilly, namely the environmental mechanisms that provide the context and 
setting in which the cognitive and relational mechanisms operate in a cycle of 
contention. Hence, we have concluded that similar environmental mechanisms of 
neoliberal policies, impoverishment of the population and distrust in the existing 
democratic system of representation in both cycles led to similar contentious claims. 
Furthermore, the political institutional context of Mexico and Spain, in the 1990s and 
2010s respectively, helped us to understand how the two different movements had so 
different outcomes.  
Thus we have sought to analyse to what extent we could detect same or greatly 
similar, recurring causal mechanisms and processes within two contentious cycles, and 
use them to explain the different aggregate consequences of contention in these varying 
historical settings. To conclude, we have identified similar mechanisms in the two cases 
and have also seen how they combined different sequences and led to different 
outcomes because of the environmental mechanisms operating in the two different 
social settings and historical movements.  
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